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VOLUME 5 - CHAPTER 12

GOVERNNENT TAXES AND AIDS AND ESTIMATED

GOVERNMENT REVENUE FROM COPPER-NICKEL

DEVELOPMENT

12.1 INTRODUCTION AND S~~Y OF FINDINGS

Taxes and the impact associated with their payment and distribution can be exa-

mined from several vantage points.
','

State taxation policy and the impact of mineral development pn the 'tax revenue

to various units of government are, of vital interest to governmental officials

and potentIal resource developers. Projection of tax revenue is crucial to

,local government and school district officials, for it is at this level th~t the

primary interplay between tax revenue and public expenditures takes place.

Estimates of tax-generated reve~ue are necessary to determine the ultimate muni~

cipal and school district fiscal impact due to new service demands such as

increased sewer, water" streets, classrooms and police protection,' etc. caused

by th~ population growth associated with potential copper-nickel development.

Volume 5 - Chapter 13 presents a comparis~n of estimated government service

costs and revenues associated with copper-nickel development.

State tax policy can also be a significant factor affecting the profitability

and future ,viability of copper-nickel development. While this chapter presents

information which can be used to examine the equity of Minnesota's mineral tax

laws as it relates to minimizing the impacts upon government services, growth
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and development precipitated by such dev~lopment, Volume 5-Chapte~ 14 examines

the financial impact of such taxes and federal taxes on the corporations pro-
,

posing to develop Minnesota's copper-nickel resources. This chapter ~lso exami-

nes taxing approaches used in Wisconsin, Arizona, New Mexico, Montana and Utah

and the variations they have on mining profits over the life of an hypothesized

operation.

,
cautioned that the tax and government revenue analysis presented

in this chapter is largely based on hypothetical copper-nickel operations~

.----------.... '~
described ~Volume 2-Chapter 5 in detail./'Devia.~ion from the "development_,

model" or tax analysis model conditions and assumptions could significant,ly!

change analysis results. In certain cases sensitivity' analysis is presented to

show the implications of changes in model variables. If results from this

chapter and other .chapters pertaining to tax analysis are applied to operations

no~ specifically analyzed, incorrect results are likely. Sufficient infor~ation

is presented in this report and in supporting technical reports (1st level!

r~po~ts) for independent analysis of specific copper-nickel development propo~

.
sals, if all necessary input data is available for the case being analyzed.

The cases presented in this chapter are reasonable estimates of what could hap-'

pen in the area of government revenues shQuld copper-nickel development occur.

As specific mining and processing proposals are submitted for state and local

government consideration, comparison can be made with the cases presented ~n.---
this report and general impacts can be assessed.----
Governments will receive revenue from two sources as a result of copper-nickel

.
development; directly from the mining operation, hereafter called direct taxes

or revenues, and indirectly from the earnings of copper-nickel employees and the

2
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induced growth in the economy resulting from development, herein called indirect

taxes' or revenues. A firm engaged in mining copper-nickel.ores will be liable

for taxes at the.state level and to a small degree at the local level. It must

pay the taxes common to all corporate entities; an income tax, unemployment

insurance and workman's compensation. In addition, a mining firm would be

liable for a series of taxes applicable only to the mineral industry in

Minnesota, including an occupation tax, a production tax, a tax on royalties

paid to the private sector, an ad valorem tax to local units of government on

mineral rights and property not being actualy mined,rent on government-leased

lands and' royalties for the minerals removed fro~' government lands.

Sources of indirect revenue to governments as a result of copper~nickel develop-

ment are the income; sales and excise taxes paid by a mining company's employees

to the state government and the ad valorem taxes paid to local governments on

employees' property. In addition, the ancillary employment and business a~ti-

vity induced by the original mining development will contribute tax revenues to

state and local governments.

Taxes on corpor'ations in Minnesota can be sorted into five broad general

categories: income taxes, sales taxes, property taxes, taxes on special activi-·

ties, and miscellaneous taxes.

A tax on income earned in Minnesota is ~ leading source of revenue Jor the state

of Minnesota.· Minnesota's corporations are taxed at a flat rate, while its

individuals are progressively taxed. In 1976, corporate income taxes generated

5 percent of total state and local tax collections and individual income taxes

contributed 25 percent of total collections (DED 1976).

3
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As part of ~ policy to shift the tax bur~en away from property own~rs, Minnesota

in 1967 imposed a tax on most sales transactions. By exempting the sales of

food, clothing, and drugs from the tax, Minnesota reduced the regressivity of

its sales tax. In 1976, 13 percent of total state and local tax collections

were from the sales and use tax.

Property taxes, paid exclusively to local governments, are the largest source of

total state and local tax collections, accounting for 35 percent of total 1976

collections. Presently, corporations in Minnesota are exempt from property

taxes on all personal property, inventory, and too~s and machinery. In addi-

tion, real and personal property associated with abatement of air and water

pollution are exempted from taxation.

Table 1 shows Minnesota's mineral taxes as they pertain to copper-nickel mining

within the generic framework described above.

Table 1

Notable in their absence from state and local mineral taxes are the state sales

tax and local property tax on mine and milling operations associated with

copper-nickel development. Laws of Minnesota, 1967, Chapter 671, Sect~on 298.62

exempts copper-nickel .mining operations from paying the state sales tax and eli-

minates the mine and all facilities used in mining and production trom the local

property tax rolls. In lieu o~property tax revenues from the mining operation,

the revenues of the production tax are distributed to the local governments of

.~he taconite mining area of Minnesota.

~)1 of a SMELTER/REFINERY complex for tax purposes is not clear a~d may ber -
l~~ unlike that of the mine/mill portion of a mineral development. State statutes

fJ 4
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Table 1. Present Minnesota tax (1978) applicable to the copper-uickel
mining industry

STATE

INCOME

Corp. Income

PROPERTY SALES

Equipment,
Supplies

(SIR)

SPECIAL1

Occupation
Production
Royalty Tax
Royalties
Rents

OTHER

Unemployment Ins.
Workmen's Comp.

. .------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LOCAL Smelterl
Refinery
Unmined Land

Mineral Rights
on·- Unmined Land

ISpecial taxes which apply to the mineral industry only.
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..

describing the mineral taxation policies of Minnesota refer explic\tly to the

functions of mining and milling (production of concentrates) with no mention of

the smelter and refinery processes. For the purposes of this analysis the

smelter/refinery is treated as a manufacturing unit subject to taxes completely

unlike those of a mining operation. This assumption is made because these faci-

lities can be completely isolated from the mining operation and could receive

concentrate and/or anodes from operations located in other states. Therefore, a

smelter/refinery would be subject to an ad valorem property tax levied by local

units of government. The complex would be taxed on the basis of its assessed

value of 43 percent of the market value of the plant buildings and land. It

would also be subject to Minnesota's sales tax on purchases of supplies, ,equip-

ment and building materials and the corporate income tax.

Minnesota Statutes, Section 272.02 (15) exempts real and personal property used

. primarily for the abatement and control of air, water, or land pollution from ad

valorem property taxation. Definitions and standards for pollution-related

equipment are establis?ed by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. In order.

to 'claim a property tax exemption equipment must meet these ~tandards.

Copper-Nickel development would result in large inputs of tax dollars to the

state treasury. Whether a large net tax revenue increase would occur is depen-

dent upon the location of the. mineral development operation, its economic viabi-

lity ..and the degree of vertical integration of the mineral development process

within the state. The cumulative state tax revenue from a large mine/mill

operation would be approximately $90 million over the life of the operation.

Between 58 and 94 percent of these revenues would be returned to the mining

region in the form of local government:a4:ds. The large variation in aid

payments corresponds to mine location which becomes a major factor affecting net

5
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benefit to the state. A mine located near Ely (Resource Zones 1 &,2) would
) .

result in the lowest net tax revenue benefit to the gener~l fund while a mine

located near Hoyt Lakes (Resource Zones 6 & 7) would have the largest benefit.

A mine located near Babbitt (Resource Zone 4) would produce benefits between

these extremes.

A large smelter/refinery operation would produce almost $200 million in state

tax revenues and only 16 percent of these revenues would be returned to the

development area (smelter/refinery location) as aids if Babbitt is used as a

test case. Comparing the net state revenue benefits, a smelter/refinery opera-

tion in the state woul~ generate from 4 to 28 times more net revenue to the

general fund than would the mine and mill required to produce the concentrate

for such an operation. From 49 to 64 percent of the total state tax revenues

resulting from copper-nickel development will c.ome from the employees of the

mine and mill, while only 11 percent come from the smelter/refinery employees.

Estimates of net tax benefits to the state from a mine/mill operation could be

high if a large perent~ge of Cu-Ni employees were previously employed in

Minnesota.

Local governments in Minnesota are presently less dependent on property taxes

than was true ten years ago. Income and sales taxes presently assume a greater

burden o~ local government finance as the source of revenues provided by the

stat~ to local governments in the form-of municipal, school district, and county

aids. In addition to the aids available to all Minnesota local governments, the

local governments of the taconite.mining area (which includes the Study Area)

receive special aids funded by revenues from the taconite and copper-nickel pro-

duction tax.

6
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The result is a myriad of revenue sources for local units of gover~ment, most

of which are distributed by the state and supported by general income and sales

taxes and, in the case of the taconite area, mineral taxes. Most state aids are

distributed according to need, which is related to population. If copper-nickel

development occurs, tax revenues will flo", to the state as a result of mineral

production. Population increases related to development will result in a flow

of state aids to local governments as weIJ.;i.as an increase in the local property

tax base. ~ollowing is a table (Table 2) showing the taxes and aids which will

go to each level of government as a result of copper-nickel development. Each

will be discussed in detail below.

Table 2

','

Total cumulative tax revenues to local govenments from a mine/mill operation

could range from $63 million to $106 million over the life of the operation, of

which, approximately 82 perce~t will go to local go.,!~rnment indirectly as state

aids. In contrast, a large smelter/refinery complex could generate 100 to 200

million in local revenues, of which, only 15 to 30 percent will be in the form

of state aids. This is because a smelter/refinery would pay local property

taxes and would ha've an estimated assessed valuation of $37.6 million.

The mine/mill operation pays production taxes in lieu of property taxes;

Depe~ding upon local mill levy rates, production taxes are 29 to 84 percent the

amount that would be paid by the mine/mill operator if they were not exempt from

such taxes. Assuming an assessed. valuation between $12 million and $16 million,

the wide variation is due to large deviations in local mill rates used for ana-

lysis purposes.

7
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Table 2. Taxes and government aids related to copper-nickel dev.elopment.
(

STATE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT CITY

CORPORATION

Corp. Property Taxes: Property Taxes: Property Taxes
Income Tax Unmined Land and Unmined Land and Unmined Land and

Smelter/Refinery Smelter/Refinery Smelter/Refinery

Occupation Tax

Production Tax Mineral Rights Tax
Unmined Land

Royalty Tax

Mineral Rights Tax
Unmined Land

~lineral Rights Tax
Unmined Land

Royalties

Rent

Mineral
Rights Tax

Unemployment
Insurance

Workmen's
Compensation

Sales Tax (SiR)

INDIVIDUAL

Personal
Income Tax

Sales Tax

Liquor Tax

Tobacco Tax

Gasoline Tax

Auto License Tax

Auto Excise Tax

Homestead Prop.
Tax Credits

Taconite Prop.
. Tax Credits

Production Tax

Property Tax

Homestead Property
Tax Credits .

Taconite Property
Tax Credits

Production Tax

Taconite School
District Aid

P~operty Tax

Homestead Prop.
Tax Credits

Taconite Prop.
Tax Credits

Production Tax

Taconite
Municipal Aid

Property Tax

Driver's License Tax
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The distribution of copper-nickel mine/m~ll related local government revenue

between county, school district and municipal levels is largely determined by

. state aid distribution which make up 80 to 85 percent of local revenues related

to eu-Ni mining development. School districts receive the great majority of

total state aids (70 to 80%), while the balance is split betwen county and city

governments. In contrast, local government revenue distribution resulting from

the siting of ~ 'smelter/refinery operation is affected by both ~tate aids and

property tax distributions. Variations in mill rates have major impacts on

revenue distributions, so -in the case of a smelter located near Babbitt which

has very low city and school district mill rates;' 63 percent of local revenues

go to the county, 31 percent to the region's schools and 6 percent to the

region's cities. If the same smelter were located in Duluth, which has higher

mill rates, 38 percent goes to the county, 38 percent to the school district,

and 24 percent to the city. Remember that in the case of the smelter, only 15

to 30 percent of the local revenues are from state aid distributions which are

broadly distributed over the region as a whole, while the property taxes go to

the specific taxing district where the facility is located. See Volume 5-

Chapter 13 for a detailed discussion of this situation.

Total government tax revenues (state and local) generated by a large 100,000

mtpy Smelter/Refinery complex should be two to three ti~s greater than the tax

revenues generated by the mine/mill coniplex required to support a smelter of the

capacity evaluated. If the number of jobs is a relative measure of potential

government service costs associated with new development; then, taking into con-

sideration the labor extensive nature of mining operations, a smelter/refinery

complex would generate 7 to 10 times more government tax revenues per employee

than the mine/mill operation.

8
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Tax analyses presented in this chapter assumes level production rates over the

life of the operation with brief start-up and shut-down periods. This is an

optimistic condition which seldom occurs. Variation from this assumption will

result in significant alteration in tax proceeds. While sudden government reve-

nue changes will occur as p result of strikes and major market recessions, most

variations will be the result of equipment failures, operating problems, labor

productivity changes and scheduling 'p-r"oduction ;r:(ltes to meet overall industry

production r~quirements. Impacts of these .variations can be partially mitigated

by using an averaging procedure for assessing production and occupation taxes.

Some of the impacts on local government can also :be mitigated by maintaining

minimum aid paYments with accumulated revenues from the special ecnomic a.'ad

environmental funds established by the legislature in 1977. A single large

copper-nickel mine could pay $7.5 million into these funds over its operating

life, assuming a 5 percent annual increase in the \Vholesale Price Index.

Identical copper-nickel operations taxed under both current copper-nickel and

taconite law would pay ~ considerably less taxes under copper-nickel tax law than.

if taconite tax rates were applied to the operation. Annual taxes under taco-

nite law would be more than eight times greater than annual taxes paid using the

present copper-nickel tax rates.

Royalties could be a large non-tax source of government revenue from copper-

nicke~ development depending upon the location of the mining operation.S~ate

ownership of mineral resource results in the largest revenue receipts, but

indirect revenues are also generated from royalty paYments to federal mineral

and private mineral owners. While 100 percent state mineral ownership is un1i-

kely at a single mining operation". a. .oue·-third state ownership of minerals could

result in royalty revenues' 2.5 times larger than the total state and local tax

9
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payments made over the life of the mine. Mineral ownership in the 'region is

highly variable (See Volume S-Chapter 4--- Lands and Minerals Ownership) and it

. would take a detailed site specific examination in order to determine specific

revenue receipts and distributionsc Factors to be considered in such an analy- ~

sis include ore grade and quantity, mine production an~ ore recovery rate, lease

provisions involving bid rates, mineral ownership, and method of land or mineral

acquisition (e.i. school trust, acquired forestry lands, county tax forfit,

etc.).

12.2 ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF TAXING

At present, Minnesota's system of taxing the mineral industry is dominated by

special taxes aimed only at the mineral industry. Across the country there are

three general types of taxes imposed by state governments on the mineral

. industry. These are an ad volorem property tax, a severance tax, and a tax on

corporate income; and are used in various combinations to generate state govern-

ment revenues. Minnesota's occupation tax is related to the generic income tax

in ~hat It is determined as a function of corporate revenues and expenses. The

production tax imposed on Minnesota mining operations is a pure severance tax.

State tax policy can have a strong influence on the development of its mineral

resources, especially in situations where a potential operation has only margi-

nal resources and requires large capital expenditures to develop a sound invest-

mente Corporate decisions are made on the basis of return on investment and

state tax policy can often influence these decisions favorably or unfavorably. A

sound, ste~dy investment climate--including state tax policy--is preferred by

.
large corporations. Given a variety of equally potential investment projects, a

corporation most likely would opt for a location which offers a favorable ·tax

10
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structure and thus a better return on investment. See Volume 5 - Cha~ter 14 for

a more 'detailed discussion on the impacts of taxes on the mining operation.

Each of the three types of taxes has two general f~ctors which are common to the

determination of tax liability. First, a tax base is established. This varies

accor~ing to type of tax. For example, the tax base for the severance tax is

most often the number of tons of are produced during the period, but for the ad

valorem property tax the tax base is the market value of t~e property.

Secondly, a predetermined tax rate is applied to the tax basi to calculate tax

liability. The tax rate can either be flat, 2.5 cents per ton of ore produced,

or can be graduated such as the federal individual income tax rate, placing a

higher percentage tax burden on those with greater incomes.

rhe three general taxes are presently being used in various combinations in all

the mining states in the country. Minnesota, for .example, has taxes which fit

in each of the three categories. The tax on unmined ote is an ad valorem tax,

the production tax on taconite and copper-nickel is a severance tax, and the

occupation tax on taconite and copper-nickel could be classified as a proceeds

tax. Arizona levies an ad valorem property tax against all mining property, a

transactions privilege tax which is a severance'tax on the gross proceeds of

mineral production, and a state corporate income tax. On the other hand,

Colorado .does not levy any severance taxes, while Wyoming levies no corporate

income tax. Nevada levies only one tax on the mining industry, a property tax

which uses net semi-annual proceeds as the tax base and state-wide ad valorem

tax rates.
i

12.21 Ad Valorem' Property Tax
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The ad valorem property tax is based on ~he principle that propert1 owners

should pay a share of taxes which reflects their relative property values. A

major source of local revenue, theoretically the property tax is levied to

approximate the benefit of government services realized by the property holder.

In most cases where large industrial developments dominate a community, the pro-

perty tax burden is shifted away from the residential property owners of the

taxing district, resulting in lower levies 'for residents and the larger share of

property tax'levy going to the industrial development.

Article X of the Minnesota Constitution requires urtiform and equal taxation for

each "class of subjects". To accomplish this, the tax base for ad valore~ taxes

is the fair market value of the property. In cases of residential or commercial

buildings which frequently change hands, assessing the property value is a rela-

tively easy proce~s. A mining property, because it is not often bought.,or ~oldi'

is a much different situation.

Two methods for determining the value of an ore deposit are commonly used. The

taxable value can: (1) be set equal to the current proceeds from the proper~y;

or (2)' be set equal to the present value of the expected future earnings of the

mining operation. Current proceeds can be calculated on an annual or

semi-annual basis or be an average of pre~ious years proceeds. The tax base

may be either gross proceeds or net proceeds, deducting designated production

costs~ Formulas to calculate the present value of the mining operation's future

earnings include factors for mine life, rates of return, price of metals, and,

opportunity costs; thus, this' is a' more uncertain valua tion method and is not as

easy to administer.

The tax base can be adjusted through exemptions of certain types of property or

assessment at a variable percentage of market value to reflect the state's

12,
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policy toward mineral development. By e~ernpting property, the state acts to

reduce the property tax burden ~f the industry and thus provide an incentive for

development. Adjusting the assessment rate would have the same effect.

Minnesota currently assesses unmined ore at 50 percent of its market value,

determined by state officials using a Hoskold-type formula. Real property such
"-

as industrial or manufacturing buildings and land is assessed at 43 percent and

agricultural land at 33 1/3 percent.

In Minnesota, the state does not collect any ad valorem property taxes; it is

collected only by local units of government. The tax levy for a property is

based on the cumulative mill rate of each of the jurisdictions which have, the

power to levy a tax. The tax is administered by the county which, after collec~

~

tion, distributes the rightful share of the tax revenue to each bf the taxing

jurisdictions.

Ad valo'rem taxes have impacts both to the mining operation and to the units of

government. Ad valorem taxes based on gross values have the effect of adding to
===-

the fixed cost of an operation without increasing its profitability. It thu$

serves to lower the rate of return which can be made with the mining investment.

In marginally profitable operations, the property tax can have the effect of

high-grading the ore, selectively mining qnly the ore which has a higher mineral

content. Thus, the ore which' is not above the high cut-off grade is lost as a

mineral resource, the operation faces a shorter mine life, and employment oppor-

tunities are lost. If the value,of the ore body is determined on the basis of

future earnings, the mine operation could minimize its tax liability by shifting

production toward the present. This would lead to a larger scale mine fOF a

shorter period of time, and provide a catalyst for a potential fluctuating boom

and bust economy.

13
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However, if net proceeds is the tax base~ the mine operation is no~ induced to

shift operations to the present, nor is the tax a fixed cost (it becomes tied

to profitability)~ This would effectively act to lower the cut-off grade of the

mine operation and would extend its life, thus serving to conserve resources.

From the government's point of view, the property tax is viewed with more favor.

The tax provides a relatively steady and predictable source of revenue. If

administered at the local level, it serves to provide revenue in the area where

the impact of the mining operation on government service costs is the greatest,

but also tends to concentrate the economic benefits to a small region.

Fluctuations of tax revenue during periods of low prices or strikes could occur

as a result of using the net proceeds concept, but these can be minimized by

using an average of several year's proceeds.

The use of a net proceeds valuation with a three or five year averaging period

in addition to market value assessment of mine plant and land surface as the

property tax base for the mineral industry provides a steady tax revenue to

-local government which is easily determined and provides what some consider an

equitable method of taxing the mineral industry relative to other industries

(Laing 1977) ..

12.22 Severance Tax

Severance taxes find their rationale in the theory that the state should be com-

pensated for the loss of its non-renewable natural resources. The tax may be

defined as a tax for the privilege' of extrac ting natural resources from the soil

and water. It thus is peculiar only tQ the extractive industries, most P?r-

ticularly the mineral industry.

14
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The tax base for determining the severance tax liability is most commonly the

number of units of output produced during the tax period. It may also be the

net value of the output produced or sold.

The tax rate, either a flat or graduated rate, is applied to the tax base to

determine an operation's tax liability. A flat rate would tax each unit of pro-

duction the same, while a graduated rate would change as some characteristic of

the product changes. In Minnesota, for example, the production tax rate changes

in relation to the mineral content of the ore.

Tax liability of a mine operation can be altered ,to accommodate state tax policy

by granting exemptions or credits. Credits for other taxes paid, exemptions for

small operations or for a minimum level 'of production are examples.

Severance taxes can be viewed as a direct operating cost for the mining opera-

tion.,.th,us reducing the profitability of volumes. (see Volume .5-

Chapter 14 for discussion of impact of taxes on profitability). Because its
(

market is national or international, a mining operation may not be able to pass'

the'cost of the ,tax on to its consumers. A higher cut-off grade and loss of

resource may result from increased operating cost. As well, severance taxes

treat a highly profitable operation and ,one that is only marginally pro~itable

equally, thus is contrary to the "ability to pay" concept of taxation.

Severance taxes, though 'easily determined and administered, can result in fluc-

tuations of tax revenue during periods of production curtailment. State gove~n-

ments have used severance taxes to'determine the rate at which mining takes

place. A high tax drives mining operations to alternative locations, while a

relatively low severance tax (or no' tax at all) minimizes the disincentives to

develop the state's resources. See Volume 5-Chapter 14 for a comparison of

mineral taxation of various U.S. mineral producing states.

15
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The mining industry views the severance tax as unfair because it is applicable
(

only to extractive industries, and easily changed to shift state tax burden to

the mineral industry as legislators see fit (Laing 1977)8 From the government's

viewpoint, the severance tax is unpredictable and results in loss of mineral

resource.

12.23 Income Tax

cant tax corporations and individuals pay at the federal levele Most states

Based on the principle of "ability to pay" the income tax is the most signifi-

after that of the federal government,

pay at the federal level. Most states

rates.

12.23 Income Tax

cant

pattern their corporate income tax policy after that of the federal government,

but with significantly lower rates.

Federal net taxable income is commonly used as the tax base for state income tax

calculations. The states, however, genera~ly tax only that portion of a mining

operation's income which is attributable to the state. Minnesota uses a three

factor.: formula including the state's share of the operation's sales, employment,

and property holdings to determine that portion of an operation's income whicll

was earned in Minnesota. Other states use different formulas. Of course, if a

company operates entirely within the state this is no problem.

The state may impose its tax policy decisio~s through specific deductions from

the tax base. Deductions of federal tax liabilities, specific operating

16
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expenses, reclamation and pollution control expenses, in addition to standard

income deductions can be specified to alter the net state income tax base.

A tax rate is applied to the tax base to determine the mining operation's income

tax liability. Generally, state income tax rates are significantly lower than

the federal tax rates. Minnesota's rate is currently 12 percent, other mineral

producing states have tax rates in the 5 to 10 percent range. The rate may be

either flat o'r graduated. A flat rate would remain constant. in spite of changes

in an operation's net taxable income. A graduated tax rate would vary according

to' profitability, taxing operations which make gre~ter profits at a higher rate

than would be paid by an operation with lower profits. The rate could also be

designed to tax marginal portions of net income at rates greater than a base

income. For example, the first $1 million in profit could be taxed at X per-

cent, while anything over $1 million is taxed at 2X pe~cent •.

Once an operati~ tax liability is determined, the state may further exercise

its poliGY regarding taxes and the mineral industry through the use of specific'

credit~ against the liability. For example, other taxes paid can be credited,

as could the expenditures for reclamation or pollution control facilities. A

credit once the tax liabilit has been determined has a more owerful impact

than does a deduction before the tax rate is applied.

Minnesota's occupation tax for taconite and copper-nickel operations is a form

of the income tax. The occupation tax allows specific deductions from the value

of an operation's output, taxes it at a flat rate, and allows credits for in-

state refining and research and exploration. A net proceeds tax, though.

described as a method for valuating an operation's mining property, is in

essence an income tax. Wisconsin's new net proceeds tax (Volume S-Chapter 14)

PRELIMINARY
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deducts from gross revenue specified operating expenses and applies,a graduated

"tax rate to determine tax liability_

From the point of view of the mining operation, "an income tax encourages deve-

lopment of maximum resources over an extended mine life and provides incentive

for exploration and development because it does not tax ore reserves in the

ground. The tax is not viewed as an addition to fixed costs are as an addi-

tional operating cost which is independent of profitability. This allows the

characteristics of the are body to determine the tax cost to the mine operation.

For the state, the- income tax is relatively easy to administer and an equitable

form of taxation. Tax revenues,. however, may be less predictable than ot ller

forms of taxation due to the relationship of tax revenue to income of the opera-

tion, which may be subject to periodic slowdowns because of faltering price and

demand or strikes.. Widely fluctuating revenues as a result of price and produc-

tion variations, which are fairly common in the mineral industry, can be mini-

mized by allowing an average income of the past several years to be used for any

-
edetermination of annual taxable income. This method would serve to smooth out

the impact of volatile mining income and make revenues to the state more predic-

table.

12.3 THE TAX MODEL USED TO ESTIMATE GOVERNMENT

REVENUE RESULTING FROM COPPER-NICKEL DEVELOPMENT

To better understand the potential tax revenue implications of copper-nickel

development, a computerized model ~apable of estimating the tax revenues

generated by mineralized development (mine, mill, and/or smelter/refinery) was

developed. The primary objective of the model (Tax Model) is to follow the path

of tax-generated dollars from the origin at the mine development to the final

18
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destination at local units of government ,or state tax accounts and "funds. This

will provide a means to estimate the municipal, county, and school district

revenues in the Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area (Study Area) related to

copper-nickel mining. In addition, the model is capable of estimating the

change in state revenues from copper-nickel mineral development.

The Tax Model is a series of mathematical equations depicting the mineral taxa-

tion policy and laws of Minnesota as they existed in 1977. The user of the'

model can alter inputs to the model, the ta'x rates of the specified mineral

taxes or, alternatively) create a limited number of new taxation schemes. The

model also depicts the taxation policy which applies to the employees of the

hypothesized mineral development so that taxes paid by mine employees may be

estimated.

The model makes many assumptions about characteristics of the population) typi-

cal spending patterns) housing preferences, etc. In all cases these assumptions

are explicitly stated and documented within the computer program. In many cases

-the documentation is a result of a household survey conducted in the Study Area

for the ~egionai Copper-Nickel Study by the State Demographer" s office. For

each tax in the model the computer program references the specific state statute

in which the tax is documented.

'Inputs to the tax model are a description of a hypothesized mining operation)

including mine) mill) and/or refinery output, capital and operating costs) pri-

cesof outputs) employment, housing values, and others.

The model produces tables which show the development-related revenue for :ach

unit of government within the Study Area which might be impacted by a mining

development.

19
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Citl of Aurora Auro,ra - Hoyt Lakes School Dis'trict
/

City of Babbit t Babbitt School District

City of Biwabik Biwabik School District

City of Ely Ely School District

City of Eveleth Eveleth School District

City of Gilbert Gilbert School District

City of Hoyt Lakes V~rginia School District

City of Virginia Lake County

St. Louis County

State of Minnesota

Figure 1

The tables produced by the model show tax revenue according to source for each

year of analysis, up to a maximum of fifty years. For example, a community

might receive revenue from employees in the form of property taxes and from the

mining company as propE!rty taxes and the city's share of production ta·xes. In

addition it may receive homestead property taxes, increased municipal aid from

the state plus its share of the taconite municipal aid fund.

Detailed information on the design, assumptions and operation of the tax model

can be found in USERS GUIDE TO CNICK, T~omas Stinson, Andrea Lubvov, and Kweiwu

Fang and data files of the Regional Copper-Nickel Study.

12.4 DEVELOPHENT SCENARIOS

/

Three mine/mill development scenarios plus an associated smelter/refinery.sce-

nario are used in the Tax Model as base cases to ana~yze the generic impact

of copper-nickel mining on governmental revenues. These four scenarios

20
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demonstrate the range of expected impacts on revenue. They vary in ~ocation of
) ,

development as well as in size and type of development. H~wever, each mine/mill

scenario produces .an identical amount of copper, .nickel, and precious metals

which are treated by the smelter/refinery.

One scenario locates an underground mine and associated mill which produces

12,350,000 metric tons of ore per year in the northern portion of the Duluth

Contact near Ely, Minnesota. In this area the mine would be located in Lake

County while most emploYment would locate residences in the communities and

rural area of St. Louis County, principally in the Ely area. This area also has

a high concentration of -federally-owned land with virtually no state-held lands.

Mineral ownership determines the amount of government revenue generated through

royalty payments. For purposes of this analysis, 80 percent of mineral

ownership is assumed to be federally held, with ·the remaining 20 percent equally

divided between state and private ownership. These figures represent the

distribution of current land ownership for Resource Zone 2 of the mineralized

area (see Volume 5-Chapter 4).

A combination open pit and underground mine/mill operation producing 16,680,000

metric tons of ore per year is analyzed in the middle portion of the Duluth

Contact (Resource Zone 4). This area is 19cated within the Babbitt muni~ipal

,limits and has the highest concentration of state-controlled lands. For analy-

sis purposes, 33 percent of land ownership is assigned to the state, while 60

percent is privately-held with the remaining 7 percent controled by the federal

government.

An open pit mine producing 20,000,000 metric tous of ore per year and associated

mill is analyzed in the southern portion of the Study Area. This area is almost
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i .. '

entirely privately-owned and is not within ·the municipal boundary of any city,

but is nearest the city of Hoyt Lakes (Resource Zone 7). For this scenario 20

percent of land ownership is assumed to be held by the state, ~ith 20 percent

and 60 percent assigned to the federal government and private sectors, respec-

tively.

The smelter/refinery scenario is located in the same area as is the 16,680,000

combination open pit and underground mine/mill, within the Babbitt municipal

boundaries near the middle of the Study Area. The smelter/refinery is capable

of handling the output of each of the three mine/m:Lll scenarios and produces

84,600 metric tons of copper and 15,400 metric tons of nickel annually at ~ull

production. Since a smelter/refinery would be taxed as a manufacturing unit

(unlike the mine/mill portion of an integrated complex) it is subject to a

local property tax.' For this analysis, the ta~able valuation for property tax

·purposes 'is set equal to 90 percent of the initial 'capital cost of the plant (an

estimate furnished by the Department of Revenue) times the assessment rate, 43
..

percent, applicable to industrial property, class 4.

Table 3 presents for each scenario the major factors which are~important for tax

analysis purposes. Figures are for a year in which each operation is at a

steady-state level of p~oduction.

Additional details concerning each of these scenarios can be founq ih Volume 2-

Chapter 5 of this report.

Table 3

--'

12.5 STATE TAXES AND ESTIHATt:D REVENUE RESULTING FROH COPPER-NICKEL DEVELOPHt:NT
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Table 3. Summa~y of major parameters for mine/mill and s~elter/refinery scenarios.

Ore produced
Concentrate produced
Copper produced
Nickel produced

Value of ore 1
Value of concentrate3
Value of copper
Value of nickel
Value bf ore2

Employment
Employee compensation

Total initial
capital cost

Operating cost
Cost of concentrate
Depreciation4
Depletion
Royalties

UNDERGROUND

12,350,000 mtpy
635,000 mtpy

$ 26.11/mt
$244.11/mt

$ 21.24/mt

1,857
$40.2 X 106

$244 X 10.6
$8.'23/mt ore

$15 X 106

$47.3 X 106
$15.7 X 1U6

COMBINATION

1&,680,000 mtpy
635,000 mtpy

$ 19.34/mt
$247.07/mt

$ 15.75/mt

1,599
$33.6 X 106

$302 X 106

$4.28/mt ore

$20 X 106

$47.3 X 106
$15.7 X 106

OPEN PIT

20,000,000 mtpy
635,000 mtpy

$ 16.13/mt
$240.25/mt

$ 13.14/mt

1,378
$28.1 X 106

$300 X 106
$4.21/mt ore

$21 X 106
$47.3 X 106

$15.7 X 10.6

SMELTER/REFINERY

84,600 mtpy
15,400 mtpy

$ .91/lb
$2.10/lb

621
$12.7 X 106

$324 X 106
$33.27/mt cathode
$190 X 106

$21 X 106

'~

lUsed in determining occupation tax liability; value of minerals removed from earth.
2Used in determining royalties; value of minerals recovered in concentrate.
3Used in determining mine/mill income tax liability; shadow price reflecting

value-added and economic rent of mine and mill stages of production.
4Will vary from year to year.
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· ....
The Constitution of the State of Minnesota, in Section 6 of Article X specifi-

cally refers to copper-nickel mineral taxation in what is commonly called the

"taconite amendment." The amendment states that the Laws of Minnesota 1963,

Chapter 81 generally relating to the taxation of taconite and semi-taconite

mining production and beneficiation shall not be repealed, modified, or amended

prior to November 4, 1989. Written' before tax laws had been instituted relating

to copper-nickel mining, the amendment provides that taxes regarding copper-

nickel mining, production, and beneficiating may be fixed or limited for a spe-

eific period of time not extending beyond 1990. Th,e amendment is permissive-------
regarding copper-nickel taxation so it does not p~event the re~eal, modifica-

tion, or amendment of the copper-nickel tax laws prior to 1990.

Section 298.66 of the Laws of Minnesota 1967 declares the state policy regarding

the taxation of copper-nickel operations. It states that during the period

prescribed in the taconite amendment to the Minnesota Constitution the occupa-

tion, royalty and income taxes may be changed only in proportion to the change

in taxes. imposed on manufacturing corporations. It does not restrict the

legislature;s power to change the production taxes, imposed on copper-nickel
..

operations. However, because this policy is stated in the Laws of Minnesota and-----.-

not in the Consti~ution, changing the State's copper-nickel policy, if .

necessary, should not pose pr~cedural problems for the legislature •.

Laws regarding the production and occupation taxation of copper-nickel mining

operations are found in Laws of Minnesota 1967, Chapter 671.

There are many provisions in the Laws which could generate revenues directly to

the state from the operation of an, enterprise mining copper-nickel ores in

Minnesota. These include:'
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an occupation tax

a productlon tax

a corporate income tax

a tax on royalty receipts of private parties

unemployment insurance and worker compensation provisions

a mineral rights tax

rent from state-held mineral leases

royalties from the production of state-owned minerals

In addition, there are taxes which will contribute revenue to the state

indirectly from the mining of copper-nickel ores 'in Minnesota. These include

the tax on mining employees' income, sales and excise taxes paid by these

employees and, in the event of privately-held mining leases, an income tax on

royalty receipts.

Revenues to the state government from copper-nickel development will corne .

directly from the mining operation itself and indirectly from mine employees and

any anci~lary development which may occur.. Estimated revenues to the state

directly from the three mine/mill development scenarios, as projected by the tax

model, are summarized in Table 4. These figures represent the cumulative reve-

nues from the operations over their hypothesized 30 year life.

Table 4

As demonstrated in Table 4, royalties from minerals owned by the state provi4e

the largest share of revenue 'fr~m 'development. Even though the estimated per-

centages of minerals owned or held in trust by the state are relatively Ipw,

ranging from 10 percent for the underground mine to 33 percent for the combined

operation, royalties from these mineral holdings contribute 46 percent of total
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Table 4. Cumulative revenue to th~ state from various copper-nickel mine/mill
operations, over a 30 year mine life (smelter/refinery not included)
($106)

Royalties

Production Tax

Occupation Tax

Royalty Tax

Income Tax

12.350,000 mt/yr 16,680,000 mt/yr 20,000,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND COMBINATION OPEN PIT

36.2 126.4 78.8

13.0 18.6 22.9

19.1 20.3 22.2

.4 2.5 2.5

Unemployment
Insurance

TOTAL

10.6

79.3

.,

.'

9.6

177.4

. ".

.8.4

134.8
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direct revenues in the case of the ~nderg~ound mine, 71 percent fo~ the combined

operation, and 58 percent for the open pit mine. The amount of royalties

received varies among the scenari~s according to the mineral land ownership pat-

tern.

The revenues to the state from the production and occupation taxes on mining

operations are of relatively equal magnitudes. The production tax varies among

the scenarios according to the amount of ore removed, with the largest revenues

from the open pit mine producing 20 x 106 mtpy of ore. The structure of this

tax, in effect, pe?alizes those operations which mine large quantities of low-

grade ore relative to those which mine smaller quantities of higher-grade ore.

The revenues from the occupation tax, which are related to the net earnings of

the mining operations, indicate that the open pit mining method is more 'profi-

table :han those ~perations which employ underground methods. It must be remem-

bered that each mine model is designed to generate indentical amounts of copper

and nickel metal, but have different capital and operating costs associated with

each scenario (see Table 3).

Revenues from the tax on royalties paid to the private sector are related to the

mineral ownership pattern" assumed for each scenario. The underground mine, with

only 10 percent private ownership, generates very little revenue from this

. source (less than $400,000 over the lif~ of the operation). Examination of the

royalty tax revenue from the other scenarios shows the difference due to the

timing of the operation. Although both scenarios assume 60 percent private

ownership and both pay the same" amount of royalties at full production, the open

pit operation reaches full produc tion much more quickly than does the COll1.-

bination operation and over the life of the operation generates about $70,000

additional revenue.
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Revenue from the tax on corporate income is difficult to project. ~For this ana-

lysis, it has been assumed that the operation is a wholly owned corporation

doing business only in Minnesota. A subsidiary of an international company

doing business in many states would be treated much differently. It also must

be pointed out that the revenues to the state shown in Table 4 are those from a

mine and mill operation only. The smelter/refinery complex, which generates the

greatest share of value-added and thus more corporate income tax, is treated

seperately (~ee Table 5).

Although none of the scenarios show any income tax,payments over the life of the

mine, this does not mean that the operations do not have positive net incomes.

Because of credits granted by the state for other taxes paid and research and

development expenses, net corporate income tax liability can disappear as these

are subtracted.

Unemployment insurance payments to the state are sizable, about one-half the

amount of the production or occupation taxes in the three scenarios. The

payments are related to the size of the operation's payroll and vary accordingly

among ,the scenarios.

Total direct revenues to the state generated from copper-nickel mining develop-

ment vary greatly from, scenario, to scenario. Because royal ty revenues make up
'1

such a large percentage of to'tal revenues received , mine location and· land
YF, • ,4:W "", ,_~r ...,

ownership pattern are critical for the Erojection of revenue. Revenues to the
~...-...~.. -, __ ........,......,.,.".,'~T,"'."'''''''''~''''''' ""'''''''~··''''''·'""'''~'r·'''''L.,·.:<;t'''····I",,f'';,-A'''''<'''''''''''''···' '-'~-""~~r<I"?"';'-''''~. ~,,...J'" ,. ~ ...,~-,. ...~~

state other than royalties (which are not a tax, per se) are much more constant

across each of the scenarios. Without royalties, "life of mine" cumulative

revenues range from $43.1 million for the underground mine, $51 million for the

combination operation, t'o'''$56 million for the open pit operation.
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Revenues to the state generated from a smelter/refinery complex located within

the municipal boundaries of Babbitt, the same loction as the 16,680,000 mtpy

combined open pit and underground mine/mill operation are summarized as "life of

facility" cumulative totals in Table 5.

Table 5

Based on a Minnesota Department of Revenue interpretation of present Minnesota

tax laws a copper-nickel smelter/refinery complex would be taxed like a manufac-

turing unit. It is thusly subject to local prope!ty tax, state sales tax and

state corporate income tax as well as unemployment insurance payments.

The revenues accruing to the state from the smelter/refinery scenario are of

significantly larger magnitude than the revenues estimated for each of the

'mine/mill scenarios, especially if revenues from royalties are not considered.

Mine/mill revenues excluding royalties range from $43 million to $56 million,

less than 'one-third the estimated smelter/refinery revenues.

Far and away the largest source of state revenue from the smelter/refinery is

the state income tax. This illustrates an interesting feature of Minnesot~'s

mineral tax policy as it relates to the copper-nickel production process. The_-_----- _ _ o.------~-_

state has two tax policies which apply tO~Its of a single integrated
~ , ---~v" .. "" _

industrial complex.
....

The mine/mill ~~tion ts taxed as a mineral op~ration,
- - ----- ',- -

while the smelter/r~K~~~EY.~9~p_~e~..,..!.~~_.J;9-~ed."a~~,~~!!~ ..!9-_~ .?-~.~E~~.~ ..~ operation. If a
--"'.,----~...... --'_.~~'-_ ..".,-- --" --,-- - ... "" .. --" , ,,, "" ..... ,' ".. '"'-'''#---,'--'''

steel blast furnace were located at a taconite mine site, the tax treatment

would be the same.

Several problems arise relative to' this ~;\ii0;ltI'!'J:::Jr,';J;'~ As shown above, the mine/mill

operations are not projected to pay any corporate income tax what-so-ever. This
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Table 5. Cumulative revenue to the state from a copper-nickel sme~ter/refinery

complex over a 30 year facility-life (mine/mill not included) ($106).

c

State Corporate
Income Tax

Sales Tax

Unemployment
Insurance

TOTAL

t

152.5

23.0

4.0

179.5
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..
is questionable, to be sure, due to the fact that since there is no active

market for copper-nickel concentrate, in order to make an estimate of income for

the mine/mill operation, a shadow price must be· used. This price reflects the

value-added and economic rent attributable to the mine/mill operation. It was

derived by subtracting from the producer price for copper and nickel the value-

added and rent accruing to the product during the smelter/refinery stage of pro-

duction. The difficulty in determining a 'w~~~"~,~ price for copper-nickel

concentrate indicates that a wide margin of prices is likely to be encountered

in actual tax applications. By adjusting the price for concentrate a mine/mill

opertion can effectively eliminate its income tax liability.

Related to the problem of value determination for the concentrate is the

situation wherein the smelter/refinery portion of the production proces~ of a

corporation is located outside the state of Minnesota. By assigning a relati-

vely lo~ value to its concentrate, an operation could eliminate its Minnesota

state income tax liability, pass on its value-added to the smelter/refinery pro-

.cess, and minimize its state income tax liability by locating its

smelter/refinery in a lower income-tax state.

If such a situation should arise, where the smelter/refinery is not located in

Minnesota, the occupation tax liability of the mine/mill operation would triple

. to about $60 million over the' life of the operation because MS 298.?1 provides

for a" lower occupation tax rate if smelting occ'urs 'in Hinnesota. But this $40

million increase in occupation tax revenue, would fall very short of making ~p

for the $176 million lost income and sales taxes, estimated to be generated from

the smelter/refinery operation.

12.6 SENSITIVITY OF STATE MINERAL TAXES AND ESTIMATED REVENUE
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By varying the data base which is used in the Tax Model (i.e. chan~ing the

assumptions about the mine/mill scenarios) further insight as to the working of

Minnesota's mineral taxes is gained. Each of the mineral taxes can be examined

in terms of its sensitivity to changing assumptions.

In general, the revenue from the occ tax is the most sensitive to changes

in the mine scenario assumptions. This is because the occupation tax is depen-

dent on price of ore, level of production, refinery location and all the expen-

ses of the operation. Changes in anyone of these variables result in a change

in tax revenues. Corporate income tax revenue would be equally sensitive were

it not tempered by the ~redit of occupation taxes. Base case scenarios show no

income taxes paid by the mine/mill operations. However, many alternative Tax

Model runs show a positive income -tax, in particular when occupation taxes are

decreased by adjusting the assigned value of ore or when production of con-

centrate is increased past 635,000 mtpy for the open pit scenario.

The production and royalty taxes, as well as royalties, vary according to the

.amount of production from the mine/mill operation. As production increases, so

does tax revenue. When production slumps, revenue from these sources follows

suit. Royalty and royalty taxes also vary according to the mineral ownership of

the operation. An operation based exclusively on state minerals, for example

would produce huge royalty receipts to the state and no royalty tax revenues.

Unemployment insurance payments vary directly according to the payroll paid by

the operation. Examination of the three mine/mill base case scenarios (see

Table 4) gives an indication of this relationship.

Following is discussion of each of the sources of state copper-nickel generated

revenue. The purpose is to show the characteristics of eath tax and the impact
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on tax revenue due to some important changing conditions within a hypothetical

copper-nickel operation or within the mineral industry.

12.61 Occupation Tax

Laws of Minnesota, 1967, Chapter 671, Section 298.51 states that "Every person

engaged in the business of mining or producing copper-nickel ores in this

state ••• shall pay to the state of Minnesota an occupation tax equal to one per-

cent of the valuation of all such ores mined or produced" (Figure 2). The

valuation of the "ores is determined in Section 298.52. This allows the expenses

incurred in bringing the ore to the surface of the earth--reasonable cost of

supplies used and labor performed, the cost of removing the overburden it the

ore is taken from an open pit mine or the cost of sinking shafts and running

drifts if the ore is taken from an underground mine, the amount of royalties

paid during the year, and the tax payable under Section 298.61 (the production

tax)--to be deducted from the value of the ore produced. This, in essence,

means that the tax is a "net proceeds" tax on the mining operation. The gross

tax liability is equ~l to one percent of the value of the ore produced during

the year after the deduction of expenses.

Two credits are allowed against the gross tax liability. Section 298.54 states

that "There shall be allowed a credit against the occupation tax assessed under

section 298.51 against any mine of two -thirds of one percent of the- amount of

such tax for each one percent of the total production of copper-nickel ore from

said mine which is converted in~o ,semi-refined or refined metal, blister copper,

copper powder, nickel powder, ferronickel, nickel sinter, or other primary or

intermediate forms of copper, nickel, or copper-nickel metals within the state

of Minnesota." This means that for the copper-nickel ores of a mining operation
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processed within Minnesota the effective occupation tax rate is one third of one..
percent of the valuation determined by Section 298.52. The tax rate remains one

percent for that ore which is processed outside Minnesota.

A credit for research, experimentation, and exploration is allowed in Section

298.55. Credit "for the cost of all research, experimentation, pilot plant

tests, and exploration work performed in ~linnesota in such year for the express

purpose of furthering the discovery~ ~evelopment, or bene~iciation of Minnesota

copper-nickel ores" is computed by applying to such costs the net effective rate

of the occupation tax after consideration of the provisions of Section 298.54

(the refining credit). The credit is applied against the tax as determined by

Sections 298.51, 298.52, and 298.54. The credit is allowed to be carried for-

ward if in excess of current tax liability for up to two years.

The revenue generated by the occupation tax is deposited in the state treasury

and distributed as follows:

50 percent to the general fund,

40 percent for the support of elementary and secondary schools,

10 percent for the general support of the univer'sity.

Figure 2

The occupation tax is the most sensitive of Minnesota's mineral taxes. The

revenues from this source will vary according to changes in an operation's reve-

value of its ore and the level of production), its expenses (an~ deduc-

tions or credits which are used to determine net tax liability for the mine/mill

operation) and perhaps most importantly the location of the operation's

smelter/refinery processing facility.
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M.S.298.51- 298.55

DEDUCT-IONS
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OR SINKING SHAFTSAND DRIFTS
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I •

As discussed above, the occupation tax i~ actually a tax on a minetmlll-
operation's net proceeds. In order to calculate annual operation revenues the

value per ton of ' ore produced as determined by the Commissioner of Revenue is

the most important, and most discretionary, decision regarding mineral taxes.

It is discretionary because there is no discernible market for copper-nickel

ore. Being of relatively low grade, copper-nickel ores are universally con-

centrated to a higher grade product'at the site of the mine.

commonly accepted value for copper-nickel ore.
------- ...... t~ _

Hence, there is no
----.,

Figure 3 gives an indication of the range of are values which can be chosen by

the Commissioner of Revenue and its relation to the amount of occupation tax

generated over the life of the open pit base scenario. At the high end of the

,range of values is the value of the minerals contained in the are (point A).

This is the value'used in the base scenario but' i~ certainly high for several

reasons. This value does not reflect the loss of value due to recovery losses

during further processing, so that revenues to the mine using this value would

be greater than revenues to the refinery using producer prices. The value also

does not reflect the value-added during further production stages. There can be

no question that a ton of copper billets from a copper refinery has more value

to a consumer than a ton of copper mineral sprinkled throughout 200 tons of ore.

The mineral content value (point A) is analgous to the method used to determine

'taconite occupation taxes and to the method used to determine state-royalty

payments, explicity stated in DNR rules (NR 94), except that the former refers

to are, whereas the latter pertains to mineral content of concentrate.

At the opposite eQd of the range shown in Figure 3 is a value of are (poiqt C on

the curve) determined as a shadow price. This value.is derived by determining

the value of minerals produced from the refinery and subtracting the value-added
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~ ,
and economic rent furnished by the refinery, smelter, and mill stages of produc-

tion. This leaves the value of the ore, the product of the mine stage, and is

perhaps closer to a true value for ore were it openly traded ~n a market. This

is discouraging from a state revenue point of view as it would produce only

$100,000 in occupation tax revenue over the life of the base case operation,

compared to $22.2 million using the value of minerals contained in the ore.

Point B on th~ curve in Figure 3 is a value 1/3 the mineral value of the ore.

It is analagous to the value for ore as used in a federal lease. negotiated with

the International Nickel Company in the late 1960'$~

Figure 3

Since the occupation tax is a net proceeds tax, it will be sensitive to changes

in profitability. For example if annual production of ore under the open pit

scenario is allowed to grow at the rate of .8 percent per year and all other

variables except operating expenses and royalty payments are held constant, the

occupation tax revenue over the life increass from $22.2 million in the base

case to $24.6 million, an increase of 11 percent (see Figure 10). During this

period total production increased by 9 percent. With increased production

coupled with constant capital costs the operation would undoubtedly be more pro-

fitable.

A mine/mill operation is allowed to credit against its occupation tax liability

a portion of the expenses it makes. for research and development. Two alter-

native runs of the Tax Model were made using $1,000,000 annual research expenses

in one case and $5,000,000 in the other. There are no research expenses in the

base case. Figure 4 shows the results, indicating that for every $1.,000 of cre-
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"dit claimed by an operation (research or 'development expenses) each year the

state will give up $3.33 in annual occupation tax revenue.

Figure 4

Most important in terms of potential occupti~n tax revenue to the state is the

location of the smelter/refinery stage of production. The occupation tax rate

is one percent of net proceeds, with a two-thirds of one percent credit against

tax liability for each percent of ore production which is refined within the

state. This makes' the effective tax rate 1/3 percent if all ore is refined in

Minnesota. The base case scenario assumes a Minnesota smelter/refinery and

results in $22.2 million in occupation tax revenues over the life of the opera-

tion. If it is assumed the smelter/refinery is located outside Minnesota, the

occupation tax revenue from the operation is tripled to $66.7 million over its

life. This, of course, would be more than offset by the loss of tax revenues

from the displaced smelter/refinery.

12.62 Production Tax

Laws of Minnesota, 1967, Chapter 671, Section 298.61 states that copper-nickel

ore is subject to'a severance tax (Figure 5). The statute provides for a "base

tax of 2.5 cents per gross ton of copper-nickel ore transported to and entering

the cbncentrating mill plus ten percent" of the .base tax per ton for each one-

tenth of a percent that the average copper-nickel content ••• exceeds one

percent ..... The rate is increased in accordance with the index of Wholesale

Prices from a base of 1967 by Section 298.61 (2).

Section 298.62 states tha~ the production tax is imposed in addition. to the

occupation tax (Section 298.51), the royalty tax (Section 299.013), and the
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, I

)income tax (Section 290), and in lieu of a~l other taxes upon the co~per-nickel

ores, the land in which they are contained, the mining or producing of ores, or

upon the facilities used in connection with such mining or production.-

Figure 5

The proceeds of the base production tax are distributed as follows (according to

Section 298.64), assuming a tax of $1.25 per ton of taconite production.

2 percent to city or town of mine location

10 percent to Taconite Hunicipal Aid account ",

4e8 percent to school district of mine location

18.4 percent to pe distributed to all Iron Range School Districts

15.6 percent to general fund of county of mine location

3.2 percent to road and bridge fund of county of mine location

20.6 percent to Taconite Property Tax Relief account

e8 percent to state treasury

, 2.4 percent to Iron Range Resources a~d Rehabilitation account

Remainder to the taconite area environmental protection and economic

development' fund and the northeast Minnesota economic protec tion

fund

Actual 'distributions are fixed by law on the basis of so many cents _pe~ ton of

production and the percent distributions were calculated based on the assumption

mentioned above.

Two funds created during the 1977 legislative session which receive revenue from

the production tax paid by taconite, iron ore, and copper-nickel mining com-

panies deserve amplification. The TACONITE AREA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND was created for the purpose of reclaiming and

enhancing the area adversely affected by mining and for the purpose of promoting

the economic development of northeast Minnesota. The fund is administered by

the Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board and with the consent of the

legislature can be used for the following purposes:

1) investigate areas of study and determine problems requiring action

2) reclamation of minelands

3) local economic development projects including sewer and water and other

public works
;'

4) monitoring of mining-related health problems

Proposals for projects are submitted to the governor and the Senate Finance

Committee and the House Appropriations Committee by November 15 of each 'year.

These committees then prepare bills to appropriate funds from the taconite area

environmental protection and economic development account for those projects

recommended by the committees.

While it is explicitly stated in the Laws of Minnesota that copper-nickel pr'o-

duction taxes would be paid into this fund, it is not clear that copper-nickel

related projects could be funded from this account since copper-nickel is not

·~~pecifiCallYmentioned in the enabling legislation. Section 16 of M.S. 298~282
'says "a fund ••• is created for the purp~~e of reclaiming, restoring,~and

enhancing those areas of northeast Minnesota adversely affected by the environ-

mentally damaging operations involved in mining taconite and iron ore and pro~

clueing iron ore concentrate ••• "

The NORTHEAST MINNESOTA ECONOMIC PROTECTION FUND was created to aid in economic

rehabilitation and diversification of industrial enterprises in northeastern
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Minnesota. This fund's monies may not be expended prior to Januar~ 1, 2002, and,

may be spent only in those areas presently receiving taco~ite property tax

relief and taconite municipal aid. As with the taconite area environmental pro-

tection and economic development fund, the northeast Minnesota economic protec-

tion fund must be appropriated to designated projects by the legislature.

The research office of the Minnesota Department of Revenue estimates that by the

year 2001 approximately $750,000,000 will have been r~ceived in each of the two

accounts. If these receipts are allowed to earn 5 percent interest per year

each of the accounts would grow to an excess of $1 billion, assuming no expen-

ditures from the funds.

Since the production tax rate is pegged to the wholesale price index and will be

inflated over time, the amount of production tax revenues remaining after di~

bursement to statutorially designated accounts will increase each year,~barring

changes on the distribution formula, because the distribution to other accounts

is fixed in the laws~ not by percent of receipts, but by cents per ton of ore

produced. The two funds, then, will receive all of the increase in production

tax revenues due to inflation. The estimates presented above by the Department

of Revenue reflect a 5 percent per year increase in the wholesale price index.

'. ,~wlJ.;~

<~~~hese two special funds are in effect additional distributions back to the local
i #- IP I •

!f.,VtP .f7v1 .

I~~ .~leve~. but decisions as to the use of ~hese revenues are determined. by the state

j~~ legislature and not by the county commission, city councilor school board.
/'

This being the case, over 99 percent of all proceeds from the production tax

eventually return to the taconite mining region at the state.

Production tax revenue, given a· constant ore grade less than 1 percent crnnbined

copper-nickel mineralization, varies directly according to the level of produc-

I
i

1

I,
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tion. Figure 6 summarizes the effects of changing levels afore p~oduction on

estimated production tax revenue.

Figure 6

Revenue from the production tax can change as a result of variation in the grade

of are being mined, all other variables held constant. Should the combined

copper-nickel are grade exceed 1 percent mineralization, the production tax rate

is "indexed" so that the tax rate is increased by 10 percent for every .1 per-

cent in th~_~~~gr~~e above 1.0 percent combined copper-nickel metal. Figure 7

the effect of decreasing the ore grade in .2 percent increments, starting at

1.40 percent, and holding all other variables constant. Operations historically

begin with higher _grade ore and gradually mine lower and lower grade ores as

prices increase a~d technology advances to allow production of lower average ore-- ---
grades. ,

Figure 7

The pr'oduc tion tax is also "indexed It in a finer sense. The tax ra:te is tied to

the wholesale price index (WPI) with 1967 as its base. The Tax Model, holding.

everything in constant 1977 dollars, has a WPI value of 1.83 so that the effec-

tive production tax rate is 4.575 cents per ton of are produced. The effect of
~

inflation is important in the distribution of production tax revenue to various

accounts clue to the nature of the distribution formula. The distribution of

production taxes to local units· of government and to the state general fund is a

fixed amount per ton of are produced. Except for legislative action, this won't

change over time. However, total 'revenues generated from production taxes will

c.hange automatically as the WPI changes. Invariably the WPI has increased. As
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previously mentioned, two funds created by the 1977 legislature ar~ the reci-

pients of the excess of total revenues less statutorily fixed revenues. These

. are the Taconite Area Environmental Protection and Economic Development Fund and

the Northeast Minnesota Economic Protection Fund. Figure 8 shows the effects of

inflation (assumed here to be a modest 5 percent annual increase) on the base

case full production scenario. The Tax Model is in constant 1977 dollars so

regular model output will not reflect the effects of inflation.

Figure 8

12.63 Corporate Income Tax

According to Laws of Minnesota, 1965, Chapter 290, Secti~n 290.06, "th~ income

taxes imposed upon corporations shall be comput.ed by applying to its taxable net·-
income in e.xcess of the applicable credits the rate of 12 percent" (Figure 9).

Under Section 290.19 deductions set forth in Section 290.09 are allowed to be

subtracted from gross income of the enterprise to yield taxable net income.

Three deductions relate explicitly to mining and are calculated according to the

federal Internal Revenue Code'of 1954, as amended. These are: exploration

prior to mine development (Section 290.09, Subd. 25a), development of mines

(Section 290.09, Subd. 25b), and mineral depletion (Section 290.09, Subd. 8b).

,Also subtracted from gross income are d~ductions of more general application

such as business expenses, interest payments, losses, depreciation, etc. as

stated in Section 290.09.

If an enterprise is not headquartered in Minnesota, its share of total corporate

taxable net income which is theoretically equivalent to the net income of a

Minnesota-based enterprise doing business only in Minnesota must be determined.

Three calculations are made:
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1) the percentage of sales made within ~nnesota,

2) the percentage of rented or owned real or personal pr9perty in

Minnesota, .and

3) the percentage of the firm's payroll paid in Minnesota.

The percentage of the enterprise's income which is allocated to Minnesota as

taxable net income is either the arithmetic mean of (1), (2), and (3), or 70

per~ent of (1) plus 15 percent of (2) plus 15 percent of (3). The firm may

choose the lesser of the two.

Several credits are allowed to be subtracted from"gross tax liability according

to Section 290.21. These include standard credits of $500 for each corporation

(Section 290.21, Sub~. 2), gifts and charitable contributions (Section 290.21,

Subd. 3), and 85 percent of dividends received from othe~ corporations (Section

·290.21, Subd. 4). Section 290.082 allows the payment of copper-nickel occupa-

tion taxes to be credited against the income tax liability, with carry-over pro-

visions for three ye~rs.

Section 290.09 provides that a credit against income tax liability may be

claimed for equipment operated within the state. for the prevention, control, or

abatement of air, land, or water pollution. This credit may be 5 percent of the

cost of equipment purchased after January 31, 1969, up to a maximum of $50,000

annually.

Since taconite operations are not liable for a corporate income tax (they are

exempted in Laws of Minnesota', 1965, Chapter 290, Section 290.05) copper-nickel

corporations may object to the corporate income tax. However, Laws of

Minnesota, Chapter 671, Section·298.62 explicitly includes ttthe income tax under

Laws of Hinnesota, 1965, Chapter 290" as a tax for which copper-nickel opera-
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tions are liable. The ~linnesota Department of Revenue concurs wit~ this

interpretation (Busacker 1978).

Figure 9

As is the case for occupation tax revenue, revenues from the corporate income

tax are more sensitive to changes in the assumptions about the mine/mill opera-

tion than are the other taxes paid by the operation. In addition, income tax

revenue is sensitive to the occupation tax as well.

Figures 10 and 11 show the effects of an .8 percent annual increase in production

and price, respectively. In the case of production increases, all variables

except operating costs and royalty paYments were held constant. For the analy-

sis of price increase, all other variables remain the same as for the base case

Tax Model run.

To analyze the effect of an annual increase in production, Figure 10 shows the

~change in the level of~ tons of concentrate produced. In year 3 of the base

case, 635,000 metric tons were mined. This is the origin of 'the horizontal axis

in Figure 10. By year 28, with an .8 percent annual productivity increase, the

mine produces 757,000 metric tons of concentrate. This represents about a 20

percent increase in productivity over the life of the mine, typical for opera-

tions of this kind according to the RCNS Technical Assessment Group:

In Figure 11, the origin of the horizontal axis represents $240.25 per ton of

concentrate, the price used in ~h~ base case open pit scenario. The price is

then increased by .8 percent annually through the life of the operation s.o that

it reaches $295.55 in year 30.
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In each case, the mine/mill operation reaches a level of annual re~enues great

enough to incur income tax liabilities in the same year, 15 years or midway

through the mine-life. Income tax payments occur when annual revenues reach

$168 million in the case of production increases and $171 million for price

increases. This level of ~evenue represents about an 11 percent increase over

the base case revenue of $153 million.

It appears, then, that the assumptions about price, production and expenses

incorporated in the base case mine model produce revenues and profitability just

below that threshold necessary to generate income tax revenue from the mine/mill

operation. Of course, the base cases also indicate that a smelter/refinery, if

it were located in ~linnesota, would contribute $153 million in income taxes to

the state coffers.

Over the life of the mine/mill operation, an .8 percent annual production

increase would resul t in $17.6 million of income tax revenue to the sta te 'as

well as an additional (greater than the base case) $5 million in occupation,

productipn, and royalty tax revenues. When the concentrate price is allowed to

increase, the result is $27.3 million in income taxes and no change in any other

tax revenue.

The severe drop in income tax revenue shown in Figure 11 is largely due to

depreciation credits from a large equit¥ cost of replacement equipm~nt at that

..
time. If the dip, in the income tax curve is disregarded, the general trend of

rapidly increasing income tax revenue, once a threshold of corporate income is

reached, as a result of increases in the price of concentrate is clearly shown.

Figures 10 and 11
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The lack of income tax from the base case does not mean the mine/mill would not

be profitable. It appears to be a case of the occupation_ tax.._cx_e_ci:lJ:_"eating_up"--.----~.__-.....-----,-----------_.._--_._-

. any income tax liability incurred by the operation. Figure 12 shows'how the

income tax is sensitive to changes in the occupation tax. It indicates that in

the middle portion of the curve there is a one for one tax dollar trade-off,

with total revenues from these sources summing to $12.9 million over the life of

the scenario. When the occupation tax reaches $22 million, the income tax reve-

nue from the operation is zero.

Figures 12

12.64 Royalty Tax

.'

According to Laws of Minnesota, 1967, Chapter 671, Sections 299.013 and' 299.02,

royalties received by any "person" (including individuals, copartnerships) asso-

ciations, companies, and corporations--implicitly not governments) to "explore,

mine, take out, and remove copper-nickel ore" are subject to a tax of one per-

. cent of the royalty payment plus an additional one percent of the amount of

royalty paid on gold, silver,. platinum, and other precious metals (Figure 13).

Section 299.13 states that all taxes collected" under chapter 299 shall be cre-

dited to the general fund of the state treasury.

Figure 13

State revenue from royalty tax pay~ments by private mineral rights owners will

vary according to the amount of private ownership of each operation. Fi&ure 14

shows the royalty tax payments from each of the base case scenarios and a case

of 100 percent private ownership.
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GENERALIZED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

OCCUPATION TAX REVENUE AND INCOME TAX REVENUE
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Revenues from the royalty tax depend on the value of the minerals recovered.

As the value increases or decreases from that of the base cases the slope of the

curve in Figure 14 would increase or decrease.

Figure 14

12.. 65 Unemployment Insurance and Worker's Compensation

Employers such as a mining corporation are taxed under the Minnesota Employment

Services Law on a portion of the wages paid to every worker. For years after

1976, 70 percent of the state's average annual wage, limited to $6500, is

taxable. These wages are taxed at a rate of 2.7 percent for new employers. Tax

rates are adjusted (between a minimum of 1.0 percent and a maximum of 7.5

percent) for individual companies to reflect experience as to benefit charges •

. An individual company may reduce its tax rate simply by paying back a portion of

the charges its company has made against the unemployment fund. It is therefore

difficult to generalize on an industry-wide basis. The taconite industry, for

example, had rates in 1977 which went from the minimum 1.0 percent up to 6.7

percent. The. state average rate is 2.7 percent.

Revenues received from the companies are placed in the Unemployment Trust Fund.

Benefit charges against the fund do not necessarily equal the payments made to
~

'the trust fund for anyone year; but the rates are adjusted annually to reflect

the difference between a company's benefit charges and contributions from the

previous year.

Employers in Minnesota are also required to provide workers compensation'

c~verage for their workers. Rates are established according to work classifica-

tion and can be adjusted by the Minnesota Compensation Rating Bureau.
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PRIVATE· MINERALS OWENERSHIP

AS A SOURCE OF, GOVERNMENT REVENUE
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Revenues to the unemployment insurance fund are difficul t to predic't', as the

rate at which an individual company is charged is determined by its past history

'with regard to unemployment claimss Also, a company can virtually pick the rate

at which it is charged by paying back any or all of the charges it has made

against the fund. The tax model is calibrated at a 2.7 percent tax rate, the

rate for new employers. With a constant rate, the revenue from unemployment

insurance taxes is based directly on the payroll of the operation.

, 12.66 Severed Mineral Interests

.'
Mineral or similar interests in real estate owned separately from the interest

in surface real estate may be assessed and taxed separately from the surf~ce

interests, according to La,vs 1969, Chapter 829, Section 93.52. These interests

are classified as Class 18 property and taxed a~ an annual rate of 25 cents per

acre, with a minim~m tax'of $2. Interests which are taxed under other laws con-

cerning such interests and interests which are statutorily or constitutionally

exempt from taxation are not subject to the tax.

Eighty percent of the proceeds of this tax are distributed in the same manner as

general property taxes. The remaining 20 percent of the tax revenue received is

deposited in the state general fund and credited to the Indian reservation resi-

dents loan accounts and the nonreservation residents loan accounts. These funds
.

are u?ed to provide loans to Indians for the purpose of starting or~expanding a

business. In the Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area, approximately 28 percent of

the surface area have copper-,ni<?ke.l mineral interests claimed. On many parcels

of land, mineral rights are claimed by more than one party. Conflicts resulting

from multiple mineral claimants represent a substantial part of total mineral

interests (see Volume 5 - Chapter 4 for further detail).
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The confusion resulting from the separatio~ of mineral rights 'from tbe surface

rights (severed mineral interests) led to the passage of the Mineral Interest

Taxation Law. Minnesota's severed mineral tax policy is currently before the

Minnesota Supreme Court on the grounds that the procedures for providing notice .

to holders of mineral interests regarding the forfeiture of those interests to

the state in the event the tax is not paid is insufficient and would result in a
............--------------------------------------------
taking without just compensation, and therefore would be unconstitutional.

-
. 12.67 State Taxes on Individuals

The Minnesota Income Tax Act requires that a tax return be filed for individuals

who have ~linnesota taxable income. The graduated tax rate reaches 15 percent of

taxable income over $20,000.

In addition to individual income tax, residents of Minnesota must also pay a

variety of sales and excise taxes. Table 6 presents the estimated average

annual taxes paid by each copper-nickel employee. These were taken from a number

of state. agency sources, listed in the model.

These taxes are representative of the income, sales, and excise taxes typically

paid by an average household in Minnesota. Based on state per capita data these

taxes amount to about $1,150 per employee •.

Table" 6

Indirectly from copper-nickel development the state receives revenue from the

income, sales and excise taxes paid by mining operating employees. Summarized

in Table 7 are the cumulative taxes paid to the state by the copper-nickeL

employees over the lives of the mine/mill and smelter/refinery operations_
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Table 6. Average annual employee tax payments.

SOURCE: State agencies listed in Tax Model.

'Income Tax

Sales Tax

Liquor Tax

Tobacco Tax

Gasoline Tax

Auto License Tax

Auto Excise Tax

Driver License Fee

TOTAL

$ 671

159

39

63

120

60

27

3

$1142
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Table 7

Interestingly, the revenue generated from copper-nickel payrolls is greater than
---------.~

the revenue to the state from the operation itself, if royalties are disre-

garded, for two of the four scenarios presented. The exception is the open pit

operation for which mineral tax revenues (non-royalty) were the highest and

employee payroll the lowest of the three mine/mill scenarios, and the

smelter/refinery scenario.' (For comparison refer to tables 4 and 5).

12.8 A LOOK AT TWO HYPOTHETICAL PRODUCTION SCENARIOS

The hypothetical mine models used in the base case tax analysis previously

discussed assumed steady production at full capacity over the life of the mine.

Such an as~umption is needed for economic analysis purposes but does not reflect

typical conditions for such an industrial activity. Market conditions, strikes,

equipment failure, management problems, and a host of other factors greatly..
affect mine and mill production and could significantly impact government reve-

nues which are production dependent.

Two scenarios which are relatively common in the mineral industry and could have

great impact on the state budget are, on the one hand, the case where there is a

single, unpredictable, dramatic aberra~lon in mine production and, Dn the other

hand, the case where mine production flucuates cyclically. The former may be

the result of a strike, for example, or part of an operation's policy to regu-

late its total corporate mineral output. The latter is typical of the mineral

industry; individual copper and nickel operations seldom operate in a st~ble,

level output manner.
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Table 7. Cumulative revenue to the state from copper-nickel. opera~ion employees
over a 30 year mine life ($106).

12,350,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND

57.3

16,680,000 mt/yr
COMBINATION

52.1

20,000,000 mt/yr
OPEN PIT

45.7

100,000 mt/yr
SMELTER/REFINERY

21.8
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Figure 15 shows the effect on a single mine and mill of a slump in,production

and price for a period of three years with a partial recovery in the fourth year

before returning to "normal" base case conditions·. Both produc tion and price

are reduced 50 percent for three years, resulting in annual revenues less than

half the level of the norm~l state.

An even and predictable flow of tax revenue is important in the governmental

planning and budgeting process. A slump in mining activity can have significant

impacts on the units of governmental and, in particular, funds which are depen-

dent on mining related revenue, even though the impact on total state revenues

may be relatively minor. Under this scenario production taxes are reduced by

one-half (a loss of $458,000 in aids going to local governments). Meanwhile,

unless people suddenly move away from the area, the demands for government ser-

vices continue.

State mine/mill generated revenues, under this scenerio would appear as in

Figure 14, dropping from $5.4 million per year prior to the slump to $2.6
~

million nuring the loss of production and price drop. If employment of the

mine/mill was reduced in an identical pattern, revenues to the state frpm this

source would drop from $1.• 6 million ($1,142 per employee times 1,378 employees).

per year before the slump to $.8 million during the employment reduction.

The ultimate impact of this production cutback would be on the loca~ units of
.

government which depend on mine/mill generated revenues as an important factor in

their budgets. Laws of Minnesota, 1977, Chapter 298, Section 298.282, however,

provides the process whereby the impact from this type of situation is mini-

mized. The law guarantees, for two years, a local unit of government's r~venue

receipts from mine/mill sources during the last full production year. Funds
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,
needed to make these payments are to be appropriated from the taconite area

environmental protection and economic development fund. Further, the law provi-

-des that in any year the taconite property tax account is not sufficient to pay

the specified property tax relief, additional funds may be appropriated from'the

environmental protection and economic development fund as needed.

Figure 15

The case of flucuating production is less severe, particulary if the state

implements a policy of production averaging for tax assessment purposes. Figure

16 shows the annual tax revenues from a cyclical but gradually rising production

scenario plus the effect of allowing the operation to use an average of the five

previous years production for tax purposes. The end result is that unde~ the

averaging scenario the state collects $2.2 million more in tax revenue than under

the fluctuating scenario.

If the state were to a~low an operation to choose, on an annual basis, between

the two methods it would forfeit the colored portion of the figure. As is, the

averaging method results in a 'benefit to the state during the shut down stage of

the mine/mill life but would result in less tax revenue during the initial years

of operation. It would also smooth the peaks and valleys of the fluctuating

. produc tion.

The wildly vacilating revenue near the end of the mine life is due to the

appearance of income tax revenue as production becomes great enough to overcome

the occupation tax credit against income tax liability.

Figure 16
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EFFECTS OF A THREE YEAR SLUMP IN PRODUCTION .

AND PRICES ON ANNUAL STATE REVENUES
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ANNUAL TAX REVENUE UNDER SCE'NARIOS

OF FLUCUAT1NG PRODUCTION AND 5-YEAR AVERAGED
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12.9 LOCAL TAXES AND AIDS AND ESTIMATED REVENUES

RESULTING FROM COPPER-NICKEL DEVELOPMENT

Though mining operations (not including smelter/refinery operations) are exempt

from local property tax liability on property actively engaged in mining, the

scenarios used in this tax analysis assume that the operations control 10,000

acres, not all of which is actually part of the mine complex. Local governments

would collec't the payments made by the operation for severed mineral rights of

mineral-bearing land prior to actual mining and on land which is never brought

into operation. These payments from mine/mill operations to local governments

are summarized for each scenario in Table 8.

Table 8

The und,erground operatio.ri would. make. the greatest, property tax payments to local

governments because less land for actual operations would be subtracted from the

. 10,000 acre holding. An underground operation does not produce extensive

wasterock and overburden piles and does not require a huge open pit disturbed

area.

In lieu of the large property tax payments which would be received from mining

operations were they not exempted by s~ate law, local governments receive a por-

tion'of the production tax payments made by the mining operation (discussed in

detail below). If the property tax payments which would have been paid by t~e

. . .
mining operations without the exemption are compared with the total production

tax payment made by the mining operation, the equity of this part of the.state's

mineral tax policy can be determined. The problem with the property t~x has

always been in the determination of the value of the property. Two methods can
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Table 8.
, 0

Cumulative revenue to Study Area local governments from various
copper-nickel mine/mill operations over a 30 year mine life
(smelter/refinery not included) ($10 6).

12,350,000 mt/yr 16,680,000 mt/yr 20,000,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND COMBINATION OPEN PIT

Property Tax 4.388 1.141 1.289

Mineral Rights Tax .043 .031 .021

TOTAL 4 .. 4 1.. 2 1.3

"
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be used to derive a taxable valuation: a Hoskold type of formula to discount to

present value the stream of benefits expected from the operations or an annual

determination of-net proceeds of the mining operations.

The net proceeds method is used here for two reasons. It is relatively easy to

apply, given ~he data from the mine model scenarios, and it is the prevalent

method used by mineral-producing states such as Arizona to determine property

valuation. In fact, six of eight western mining states use this method (Laing

1977). The annual property tax which would be paid by each full-'production

mining scenario is presented in Table 9, using tqe 1976 mill rates for the loca-

tion indicated in the table •

. Table 9

When compared with the projected hypothetical property tax payments, the a~nual

production tax payments at full production fall short. The -siz'e of the dif-

ference is related to the difference in the mill rates at each of the locations.

The Ely area with the highest total mill rate of the three locations has the

largest difference, while the Babbit area, with extremely small city and school

district mill rates, would ,have the smallest difference.

The production tax is different 'from property taxation in terms of the

geographic impact of its revenues as well as the magnitude of revenues. While

the revenues generated by a property tax accrue only to those govenments in

which jurisdiction the prope~ty. l~es, the revenues from Minnesota's production

tax on mineral operations are shared by each unit of government in an area

defined as the Taconite Area by state statute, (M.S. 298.64) as well as setting

aside a portion of revenue for future purposes. This makes the production tax
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Table 9. Hypothetical annual property t~x payments for varius cop~er-nickel

operations and comparison to annual production taxes (smelter/refinery
not included)($103).

12,350,000 mt/yr 16,680,000 mt/yr 20,000,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND COMBINATION OPEN PIT

Ely Babbitt Hoyt Lakes

Gross earnings 155,010 156,900 152,560

Total deductionsa 127,190 122,140 114,530

Net Earnings 27,190 34,760 38,030

Assessment rate .43 e43 .43

Taxable valuation 11,960 14,950 16,350

City property
tax levy 573 59 393

School district
property tax levy 902 55 412

County property
tax levy 554 799 874

Annual Property Tax Levy· 2,029 913 1,679

Annual Production Taxes 565 763 915

Difference 1,464 ISO 764

aDeductions include operating costs, .depreciation, and royalty
payments.
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"similar in concept to the fiscal disparities law instituted in the Twin Cities

Metropolitan Area. In the scenarios described above, the'production tax in

effect penalizes the governments nearest the development to 'the benefit of all

other governments within a prescribed region. This concept acknowledges that
.,

impacts for which revenues may be used to mitigate occur beyond the immediate

sphere of development influence and are more regional in nature. However, if

the magnitude of revenues is not sufficient, this spreading of benefits from the

development may guarantee that those units of government which are hardest hit

in terms of cost-generating impacts do not have sufficient funds' to deal with

these impacts without penalizing their existing populations (see Volume 5-

Chapter 13 for an analysis of this problem).

'Revenue to local government from a smelter/refinery complex would be relatively

. large compared to mine/mlll produc tion tax for example.' However, because of the

extremely low mill rates at Babbitt (~he site of the smelter/re~inery complex

for tax analysis) property tax payments are not as large as they would be in an!

other location. Therefore, the analysis is also shown using Duluth's mill rates

and the State average mill rates. Table 10 summarizes the property taxes paid

over the life of the hypothetical smelter/refinery scenario.

Table 10,

Property tax revenue deQ.ends upon two fac tors: the assessed taxa bl e va loa t j GO

of the property in question and the mill rates of the units of government in

which the property is located, in this case the county, school district, and

city. Changes i~ property tax revenue are directly related to changes i~ either

of these factors. An increase in assessed valuation will result in increased

tax revenues and a proportionate increase in the mill rate will produce the same

5,2
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Table 10. Cumulative revenue to Study Area local governments from '
copper-nickel s~elter/refinery property ta~ over operating life ($106).

SMELTER/REFINERY PROPERTY TAXES
Babbitt Duluth Ave. State Mill Rates

City

School district

County

Total Property Tax

4.3

4.0

58.3

66.7

38.8

58.3

58.3

155.4

32.3

57.2

29.2

118.7

times .90 (factor to determine market value)

Annual Property Tax Algorithm

Total Construction Cost

times .30 (factor for isolating plant cost)

Plant Construction Cost

Taxable Value

times .43 (assessment rate)

Assessed Taxable Value

times Local Mill Rate

Annual Property Tax Levy
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result. Figure 17 shows the relationship 'between property tax reven~e to local

governments from the smelter/refinery complex and total local government mill

rates. In this case, the assessed value of the property is held constant while

the mill rate is represented on the horizontal axis.

Figure 17

Copper-nickel development would contribute to the revenues of local government

indirectly through the prop,erty taxes paid by employees of copper-nickel oper-

tions. The magnitude of employee property tax rev.enues depends on the mill

rates of the areas in which they settle and also on the settlement pattern of

these employees. Thusly, the scenario such as the combination mine/mill opera-

tion which has a large portion of the settlement, (see Voltune S-Chapter 7, for

details) occuring in an area of very small mill rates (Babbitt) has signifi-

cantly smaller revenues to local government than does the underground scenario,

in which a large portion of settlement occurs in a relatively high mill rate

~rea (Ely). Because of the low mill rates at Babbitt and the much smaller work

force, the cumulative total r~venue from SIR employees will be smaller relative

to other locations. The cumulative projections of employee property tax reve-

uues to local governments are summarized in Table 11. The impact of these reve-

nues will be felt across the entire Study Area [see Volume S-Chapter 7

(residential settlement) and Voltune S-Chapter 13 (community fiscal impacts) for

more detail].

Table 11

12.10 STATE AIDS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A RESULT OF

DEVELOPMENT-RELATED POPULAT~ON
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Table 11. Cumulative revenue to Study Area local governments from 'Various
copper-nickel operations' employee property tax ($106).

12,350,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND

17.6

16,680,000 mt/yr
COMBINATION

9.1

20,000,000 mt/yr
OPEN PIT

8.2

"

, 100,000 mt/yr
SMELTER/REFINERY

3.8
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Since the tax reform of the early 1970's, the state government has,assumed a

greater role in providing financial aids to local units of government. By

increasing the magnitude and type of aids to local governments, the state has

been responsible for a shift of tax burden away from the property tax, a relati-

vely regressive form of taxation administered by the local governments, toward

the more progressive state income and sales tax structure. Therefore, state

aids and distribution of funds administered by state government are extremely

important to' local government budgets. The types of local government aids

from the state are numerous. Below are summaries of the cumulative aids trans-

fered from the state to the various levels of goyernment over the life of each

mining scenario. Figures represent the aid resulting directly from copper-

nickel development going to all units of government within the Study Area which

are treated in the Tax Model. These are presented as summaries for the three

levels of government: county, school district, and municipal.

12.10.1 County Taxes and Aids

The county governments of the Study Area (Lake and St. Louis counties) will.

receive revenue primarily as a result of smelter/refinery development and popu-

lation growth related to ~opper-nickel development. Because of its property

tax-exempt nature, a mining operation will contribute directly to the county

government only through the production tax which is distributed t9 the county

and the property and mineral rights taxes paid on unmined land. The largest

share of mining related revenue to the county will be generated by the property

taxes paid by a smelter/refinery complex. Following is a more detailed review

of county revenue sources.

12.10.11 Property Tax--Local units of government, county government included,

depend heavily on property taxes as a source of governmental revenue. All pro-
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-.
perty. unless specifically exempted by state constitution or statute. is subject

to an ad valorem tax. County governments will receive property ta~es from four

sources as a result of copper-nickel development: the copper-nickel firm, its

employees, and population growth and business expansion from associated develop-

mente

The copper-nickel mining and milling operation, while exempt from tax on

actively-mined property holdings (Section 298.62,) will be liable for ad valorem

taxes for that portion of its property which is not a part of the mine and mill

complex. AMAX, Inc. in 1978 preliminary plans indicates a buffer area of up to

10,000 acres.

A smelter complex, however, would receive treatment different from the mine and

mill part of a copper-~ickel operation. According to the Department of Revenue,

(Busacker'1978) a smelter will be 'taxed as if it were a manufactu'ring unit 'and

thus be subject to an ad valor~ tax.

LocaL units of government may levy an ad valorem tax, with a limitation of $10

per acre, against the unmined mineral deposits within their boundaries. The

unmined mineral properties are assessed by the stat~ using the Hoskold formula

'(Guessford 1978) to determine the value of the,ore body. This formula is basi-

cally a discounted net profit formula which depends on market prices, mini~g

costs, interest rates, mine life, and reasonable rate of return as factors in

the calculation. The valuation derived using this method is then assessed at 50

percent for local property tax purposes.

.
The unmined ore tax is administered by the county. as are all ad valorem taxes,

and levied according to the cumulative mill rate of all jurisdictions in which

the property is located. Currently, most Iron Range taxing districts receive

revenu~ from this source as a result of iron are and taconite deposits.
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Population growth, whether direct or indirect, will be taxed on its ass~ciated

property holdings, as will expansion within the business sector.

The market value of each property is assessed at least every four years by the

county government, except for mineral properties which are assessed by the

state. After the levy requirements of a local unit of government are determined

this tax burden is spread against the assessed valuation of the taxing district

to derive the mill rate required to support the levy requirement. The mill rate

is then applied to the assessed value of property to generate the individual

property tax burden. See the Level One report on the Tax Model for 1976 mill

rates of taxing districts in the Study Area.

12.10.12 Severed Mineral Interests Tax--As discussed above, mineral interests

which are owned separately from the surface interests of a property are assessed

a $.25 per.acre tax, with a minimum of $2. Eighty percent of the revenue

collected from severed mineral interests within a county are returned to the

county to be distributed in the same manner as property taxes. The balance (20

percent) is deposited in the general fund to be credited to the Indian reser-

vation and nonreservation loan accounts.

12.10.13 Homestead Property Tax Credits--Starting in 1974 the property tax on

homesteads was reduced statewide by up to 45 percent, with a maximum credit of

$325. An additional taconite homestead credit of 52 to 60 percent is allowed in

Iron Range areas.· The revenue lost to local units of government by granting the

taconite homestead credit to property homesteads is reimbursed by the state from

the taconite area property tax relief fund. The statewide credit is reimbursed

from the state general fund.
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12.10.14 Production Tax--The county in which the mine development is located..
receives 18.8 percent of the base production tax levied against the mine

enterprise. These revenues are directed to two acc~unts; 15.6 percent to the
. ,

county general fund, and 3.2 percent to the county road and bridge fund.

Except in the case of the smelter/refinery which results in no direct production

tax revenue, distribution of copper-nickel.production tax. revenue is a greater

portion of state aids to county government. than is true for citi or school

districts. The amount of aid is directly related to the ore production of each

mining scenario. A portion of this revenue is designated for the. county road

and bridge fund with the remainder going to the general fund of the county.

Since direct copper-nickel production tax revenues go to the county in which the

mine/mill development is located, Lake County would receive this aid in the case

of the Underground min'e while St. Louis County would. be the recipient for the

other hypothetical developments (Table 12). Th.is . raises q':1estions in terms of .

equity because most all of the population growth is expected to occur in St.

Louis County (see Volume 'S-Chapter 7) which would presumably use these funds to

help mitigate the impact of population growth. St. Louis County does receive

other aid in the form of property tax credits.

Table 12

Because it is a county with a first class city (over 100,000 population), St.

Louis County is excluded from direct state aid to counties. Lake County is eli-

gible for aid, based on a per cap~ tao p~yment and pegged at the aid received' in

1975 by legislative statute. Since this aid is fixed in mnount, there will be

no change in the 'amount of county ai.d received by Lake County as a result of

copper-nickel development.
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Table 12. Cumulative state aids to Study. Area county governments r~~ulting from
various copper-nickel developments ($106).

12,350,000 mt
UNDERGROUND

16,680,000 ~t

COMBINATION
20,OOO,O~0 mt

OPEN PIT
100,000 rot

SMELTER/REFINERY

Direct copper-
nickel aid 1~3 1.9 2.4

Homestead property
tax credit 3.1 2.4 2.3 1.1

Taconite property
tax credit 5.2 6.'3 3.9' 2.9

Total 9.6 10.6 8.6 4.0
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The remainder of state aid to counties is in the form of property tax credits,

the statewide homestead property tax credit, and the special taconite area pro-

perty tax credit. funded with taconite and copper-nickel production tax revenues.

This aid is reimbursed to the county to make up for property tax credits given

by the county to homeowners.

12.10.2 School District Taxes and Aids

School district revenues originate from a wide range of sou~ces. Since passage

of the 1971· Omnibus Tax Bill, the sta.te, through foundation aids to schools, has

become the primary financial support of Minnesota's school districts. Local

property taxes, though playing a diminished role since 1971, also contribute

significantly to school revenues. School districts, as with other local govern-

ments, are reimbursed by the state for property tax credits given to homeowners.

If the school district is the location of a copper-nickel or taconite oper~tion,

it receives a direct allocation from production tax revenues. As well, all

taconite area school· districts' share a general allocation of the production tax.

Property taxes will be a significant source of revenue for the school district

in which a smelter/refinery is located. No other schools will share this reve-

nue •. Following is a more detailed review of school district revenue sources •.

Table 13 sh~ws the 1975-1976 revenue sources as a percentage of total school

district'revenues for Ely, Babbitt, Aurora-Hoyt Lakes, and a statewide average.

Table 13

12.10.21 Property Taxes--As with county government, a school district will

receive property tax revenue as a result of increased assessed valuation within

its respective tax district. The copper~nickel enterprise (inactive mine land
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Table 13. Revenue sources for various Study Area school districts and the
state average 1975-1976. ...

Ely Babbitt Aurora-HL State
percentage - -

State 74 86 78 56

Federal 3 2 2 6

Local 23 12 20 38

PRELIMINARY
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and smelter-refinery complex), direct and ,associated popula~ion growth and busi
....

ness expansion will contribute to the tax revenue of the school district in

which it is located. Similarly, a school district will receive a share of the

revenue generated by the Severed Mineral Interests Tax should this type of

interest exist within its tax boundary. School districts also receive their

share of the ad valorem tax on unmined ore, explained in the section on county

taxes and aids.

12.10.22 Homestead Property Tax Credits--Related to the property tax are the

homestead and special taconite homestead credits. The state reimburses the

school districts for the amount of revenue equal,"to the homestead credits it

makes to local property owners.

12.10.23 General Aid--The taconite and copper-nickel production tax statutes

distribute 18.4 percent of the revenue generated by the base tax to a fund for

all school districts of the Iron Range. This fund is distributed to individual

Iron Range school districts on the basis of the ratio of an individual school

district's permitted revy of the previous year to the total permitted levy of

the Iron Range school districts.

Under this scheme all Iron Range school districts share the wealth of a portion

of tax revenues in a general and equitable manner.

12.10.24 Direct Aid--The Copper-Nickel production tax provides direct revenue

to the school district in which the mine and mill are located. The revenue to

the school district is equal to two percent of the base production tax collected

from mining enterprises operating within the district boundaries. In the event

a mine and its associated mill are located in different taxing districts, 40

percent of the production-tax proceeds go to the district in whlch the mine is
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located, and 60 percent goes to the distr~ct of the mill. School dts~rict costs

are proportional to employment levels and since the copper':"'nickel mine is signi-

ficantly more labor intensive than the mill, the. present distribution"of direct

aids could cause disparities.

12.10.25 Foundation Aid--School districts receive state foundation aids based

on the maximum aid amount adjusted tq reflect the local school district's tax

support, its amount of aids (other than local property tax and foundation),

and the relative nature of school costs. Abasi~ principle of the foundation

concept is to equalize educational opportunities for students throughout the

state. In 1977 the maximum foundation aid was set equal to $960 per pupil unito

The foundation aid from the state serves to "dampen" or mitigate any local

changes in school district finance which may result from abrupt changes in pupil

units or local or other contributions to distric"t revenues.

The foundation aid to school districts, based on the change in enrollment)

accounts for the largest portion (about 80-90 percent) of school district aids

transferred from the state to the local school districts as a result of copper-

nickel related growth. The size of the foundation aid is the reason state aids

to school districts are so much greater than aid to city and county government.

Without them, school district aid is of th~ same magnitude as the aid to the

other levels of government. Under the four scenarios) the total aid to school

districts within the Study Area) because it is dominated by the enrollment-

related foundation aid, is closely tied to the relative size of the population

growth projected for each of the "mining developments (Table 14).

Table 14
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Table 14. Cumulative state aids to Study' Area school districts resulting from

various copper-nickel developments ($106).

12,350,000 mt 16,680,000 mt 20,000,000 mt 100,000 mt
UNDERGROUND COHBINATION OPEN PIT SMELTER/REFINERY

Foundation aid 55.1 49.6 31.5 23.5

General taconite
school aid 1.9 1.5 .9 .7

Direct copper-
nickel school, aid .2 ' .5 .6

General copper-
nickel school aid .2 .4 .,4

Homestead property
tax credit 3.9 1.5 2.1 .8

Taconite property
tax credit 5.0 2.4 3.6 1.1

Total 66.3 55.9 39.1 26.1
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School district aid distributed from copper-nickel production tax r~venues is a

relatively small part of the total aid received within the' Study Area. This aid

varies among scenarios according to ore production. The general copper-nickel

aid, though a larger percentage of the distributed production tax than direct

copper-nickel aid, is shared by the entire taconite area resulting in a smaller

4 amount of aid within the Study Area. Direct copper-nickel aid is received by

the school district in which the mining development is located.

The general taconite school district aid represents a shift of revenue from

school districts in the taconite area but outside the Study Area to school

districts within the Study Area. This is due to the copper-nickel related popu-

lation which settles in the Study Area causing the Study Area school districts

to increase their share of total taconite area population and is Bnalogous to

the Study Area receiving a larger share of a pie w~ich is fixed in size •

. Property tax credits to the school districts to reimburse them for reduced pro-

perty taxes received as a result of statewide homestead and special taconite

area property·tax credits make up the remainder of state aids to school

districts within the Study Area.

In summary, state aids to Study Area school districts are dominated by the

enrollment-related foundation ai4 so that total aids under each development sce-

nario reflect the size of the work force"and population growth associated with

each of the mine models.

12.10.3 Nunicipal Government Taxes· and Aids

The sources of revenue for municipal governments are nearly identical to those

for school districts. The state aid to mun~cipal governments, called basic aid
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in the Tax Model and financed through statewide income and sales tax collec-
...

tions, is a source of revenue which will result from copper-nickel related popu-

lation growth. Additionally, municipal governm~nts will receive revenues from

property taxes, severed mineral interest taxes if applicable, property tax cre-

dit reimbursements from the state, and direct and general production tax alloca-

tions.

12.10.31 Property Tax--As with county government and school districts, munici-

pal and town governments depend on the property tax as a major revenue producer.

A community will increase its property tax base" in ~irect relation to the popu-

lation and business expansion which should result from mineral development. The

taxing district in which a copper-nickel smelter/refinery locates will also add

to its tax base.

Of particular interest, a city may l~vy ad valorem taxes against surface pro-

perty holdings of a ~ining company which aren't "used directly in the mining pro-

cess and on the mineral value of unmined ore. As discussed previously, the

state establishes a value for unmined ore deposits and this is included in the

local ad valorem tax base.

12.10.32 Severed Mineral Tax--Related to the property tax as a source of muni-

cipal government revenu~ is the tax on severed mineral rights. A tax of 2S

cents per acre is charged against holder~ of severed mineral rights by- the
~

county administration. The community receives its share of 80 percent of such

revenues collected on the basis of its mill rate in relation to the total

(county, school district, city) mill rate with which property owners are faced.

12.10.33 Homestead Property Tax Credits--The community governments receive (as

do county and school district units) reimbursement from the state in the amount
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."~of the homestead and special taconite homestead property tax creditx which are

granted by the local taxing districts. The payment compensates the local

government for the amount of revenue it would have gained had it levied its pro-

perty tax without the credits to homeoWners. The amount of the payment is

related to the homestead property tax base; as the tax base grows, so will the

·state reimbursement for property tax credits.

12.10.34 Direct Aid--The city or town in which a mining operation is located

receives two percent of the base production tax paid by the mining operation.

In the event the mine and mill are located in separate communities, the com-
",t

munity in which the mine, is located would receive 40 percent of the production

taxes allocated for direct distribution to the city in which the operation is

located, and the city in which the mill is located would receive 60 percent.

( l~e again, this distribution is not consistent, with the distribution of

copper-nickel mine and mill workers that will stimulate 'municipal' service costs.)

Should a mine or mill be partially located in one community and partially in

another, the Commission~r of Revenue would determine the allocation of prodution

tax revenues. I J·the past this decision has been made on the basis of location

of actual tons of are mined in the case of a mine and location of person-hours

worked'in the case of a mill.

12.10.35 General Aid--As a result of any population growth due to nearby

copper~nickel development, a community will share in the general taconite and

copper-nickel municipal aid. Because the revenues from the taconite production

tax will not change as a resuLt of .copper-nickel development, a city may

ac~ually lose aid from this source if its share of total Iron Range population

is less as a result of copper-nickel development than was its original share of

Iron Range population. Conversely, a city will gain general aid from this
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source if its population as a result of copper-nickel development is a greater
'-

share of Iron Range population than it was originally.

Each city on the Iron Range wil,l receive general, copper-nickel munic,ipal aid as

a result of copper-nickel development. Ten percent of the copper-nickel base·

production tax is distributed to the communities of the Iron Range on the basis

of population. Each city will receive a share of this revenue equal to its

share of total Iron Range population.

·12.10.36. Local Government Aid--Counties, with the exception of St. Louis

County, receive a ~lat per capita aid from the st~~e government. In 1977 this

aid was $45 per capita •. The aid is distributed by the county to the various

cities and townships withi~ its boundary, after the county and any special

taxing districts have received their allocations, on the basis of a formula

which includes population, mill rate, and sales 'ratio fac tors. Ci ties which

gain population as a result of copper-nickel development will not necessarily

gain additional local government aid because the population factor described in

the statutory formula is based on the latest available census, not the current

population estimate of the citYo Changes in the amount of local aid would be

related to changes in the mill rate and sales ratio factors. St. Louis County

is excluded from this aid because it is a part of a Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area.

12.10.~7 Other Sources--The Revenue-Sharing program of the federal government

is becoming an increasingly important part of municipal government revenue.

Should population of a community'expand as a result of copper-nickel develop-

ment, revenue-sharing receipts for that community would grow accordingly •.
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· ,
In the event a city or town government owns the mineral rights to property which

is to 'be mined by a copper-nickel development, it would receive royalties from

the company in exchange for the right to mine it"s ores. These are negotiated

fees based normally on the value of ore removed or recovered from the mine.

Royalties in the neighborhood of six percent are common in Minnesota.

The total aids received by municipal governments in the Study Area (Table 15)

reflect the impact of the municipal mill rate and levy and the settlement pat-

terns resulting under the three development scenarios. The Combination scenario

results in the lowest amount of state aids due in .part to the exceedingly low

mill rate at Babbitt, while the Underground scenario.results in more aid because

of Ely's relatively high municipal mill rate.

Table 15

Basic aids to cities are distributed according to' a ratio of each city's 1970

population or average' of present and 1970 population, average mill rate over

previous three years, and ratio of assessed to actual market value of property.

Among the four scenarios is a wide range· of aids to municipalities.. The

Underground scenario results in $2 million in basic aids, while the

smelter/refinery development would result in'about $.4' million. In terms of

percentage of total municipal aid, the range for Basic Aids is 25 percent for

the Underground, 20 percent for the smelter/refinery, 18 percent for the Open

Pit, and 17 percent for the Combination scenarios.

P~operty tax credits, the statewide homestead property tax credit, and the spe-

cial taconite area property tax credit make up a sizeable piece of the total aid

package. This aid varies according to the, vagaries of community population
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Table 15. Cumulative state aids to Study Area municipal governments resulting
from various copp'er-nickel dev~lopments ($106).

12,350,000 mt
UNDERGROUND

16,680,000 mt' 20,000,000 mt
COMBINATION OPEN PIT

100,000 mt
SHELTER/REFINERY

Basic aid 2.0 .8 1.2

Taconite
municipal aid 1.9 1.8 1.7

Direct copper-
nickel aid .14 .20 .25

Homestead property
tax credit 1.8 .8 1.4

Taconite property .'

tax credit 2.3 1.2 2.2

Total 8.14 4.80 6.75
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..
growth as a result of copper-nickel development, mill rates, and assessed

valuations. The aids received vary widely from scenario to scenario.

The direct payment of production tax revenues to the city in which the operation

is located is relatively small. The aid varies according to the number of ton~

of ore mined under each scenario.

Taconite municipal'aid, distributed among all taconite area cities according to

the city's share of total taconite area population, is relatively constant among

the three scenarios. It therefore makes up a larger share for the Combination

operation (38%) than it does for the Underground (23%).

The Taconite property tax credit, 'Taconite municipal aid, and Copper-Nickel pro-

duction tax aid are distributed from funds receiving both taconite and copper-

~ickel production tax revenues. If the cities of ,the Study Area gain in their

share of taconite area population as a result of copper-nickel ~evelopment and

this gain in population is great enough to offset gains in distributed revenue

from new-copper-nickel production, cities outside the Study Area stand to

actually lose state aid as a result of copper-nickel development. In fact, this

phenomenon can be seen within the Study Area if individual. accounts are examined·

(see Volume S-Chapter 13).

In summary, cities of the Study Area co~ld receive from $2 million tp $8

million over the life of any single opertion of the size modeled as a result of

the development and its associated population growth. The actual distribution

of state aids depends a great deal on the pattern of settlement and the relative

population base, mill rate, and assessed value of the cities which receive addi-

tional population. There is every likelihood of a shift of taconite and copper-

nickel generated monies away from the remainder of the taconite area to the

Study .Area.
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12.10.4 Comparison of State Tax Revenues to State Aid Payments

to Local Government as a Result of Copper-Nickel Development

Table 16 shows the amount of tax revenue received. by the state as a result of

copper-nickel development over the life of each mine/mill scenario and the

amount of state aids received by local units of government within ~he Study Area

as a result of copper-nickel,mine development and its associated population

growth. .The figures presented for the Underground operation in the Ely area

show that thfs is an area of concern as state aid to local government approaches

the magnitude of state copper-nickel related revenues. The other scenarios show

a larger net gain to the state.
"

Royalty revenues are not included in this com-

parison because they are not taxes and because in many cases the distribution of

these revenues is fixed by law and may not be able to be used to offset the cost

of state aids to local government. Unemploymen~ insurance and 10 percent of the

Occupation tax r~venues are excluded for the same reason (e.g. revenue goes to

dedicated fund and cannot be used to offset aid paYments to local government).

!he Underground scenario results in a smaller benefit from the state's point of

view for two principal reasons.

The Underground scenario results in the highest ' level of state aids to local

units of government. Because of its relative isolation, a large concentration

~f population is projected to settle in ~ly as a result of the copper-nickel

development of the Underground scenario. Both the concentration of people in

the principal area of settlement (Ely for the Underground, Babbitt for. the

Combination, and Hoyt Lakes fo'r the" Open Pit), and the total mill rate of that

area of concentration are the largest for the Underground scenario, resulting in

a high level of property tax creGits and basic municipal aid to the Ely area.
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Finally, the Underground scenario, though it results in the smalle~t revenues to

the state, has associated with it the largest work force ~nd population growth.

This results in a higher level of basic municipal aid and foundation aid to

school districts (the largest single aid category).

The revenue-aid relationship for the Underground scenario can be explained in

simplified terms by the high level of school district foundation aid (the

lar&est form of state aid to local governments).

Table 16

Comparing state aid disbursements paid to local governments as a result of

smelter/refinery related population growth to the revenues which accrue to the

state from this type of development illustrates the fiscal benefits of having

the smelter/refinery operation located within the 'state (Table 17).

Table 17

12.11 COPPER-NICKEL VERSUS TACONITE TAXES

A comparison of Minnesota's mineral taxation policy as it affects taconite

operations versus a copper-nickel operation can be limited to the occupation,

production, income, and royalty taxes. The types of taxes paid are identical

for the two minerals with the exceptionO-of the ~ncome tax. A taconite operation

is not liable for a corporate income tax, whereas a copper-nickel operation

would have to pay a tax on its Minnesota net taxable income.

The rates at which the occupation, production, and royalty taxes are applied

vary significantly from copper-nickel to taconite as 'shown in Table 18 below.
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Table 16. Summary of state tax revenue and state aid distribution to Study Area

local governments as a result of copper-nickel mine/mill development
($106).

State Tax Revenue l

From firm2

From employees

Total

State Disbursements

12,350,000 mt/yr
UNDERGROUND

30.6

57.3

87.9

16,680,000 mt/yr
COMBINATION

39.4

52.1

91.5

20,000,000 mt/yr
OPEN PIT

45.4

45.7

91.1

City aids

School aids

County aids

Total

Difference

8.1

66.3

9.6

84.0

+ 3.9

4.8

55.9

10.6

71.3-

+ 20.2

6.8

39.1

8.6

54.5

+ 36.6

''..f'

I Does not include Royalty Receipts.
2Does not include Unemployment Insurance Payments and 10 percent

of Occupation Tax Payments.
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Table 17. Summary of state tax revenue and disbursements to Study Area

local governments as a result of copper-nickel smelter/refinery
development ($106).

State Tax Revenue 197.3

From firm l 175.5

From employees 21.8

State Disbursements 32.1

City aids 2.0

School aids 26.1

County aids 4.0

Difference +169.2

I Does not include Unemployment Insurance Payments.
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Table 18. Copper-nickel taxes vs. taconite taxes.

•

OCCUPATION TAX

. Copper-Nickel

Taconite

PRODUCTION TAX

Copper-Nickel

Taconite

ROYALTY TAX

Copper-Nickel

Taconite

RATE

1 percent of valuation of are mined or pr6duced

15 percent of valuation of are mined or produced

RATE

2.5 cents per gross ton of are inflat~d by the

wholesale price index plus 10 percent of base

tax for each .1 percent over 1 percent are content

(for the open pit model, this is equivalent to 87

cents per gross ton of bulk copper-nickel concentrate)

1.25 dollars per gross ton of concentrate inflated

by the wholesale price index plus 1.6 percent of

the base rate for each 1 percent over 62 percent

ore content

RATE

1 percent of royalties received for copper-nickel'

plus 1 percent of royalties f6r precious metals

15 percent of royalties received for taconite

operations

The rates for the occupation tax and royalty tax, both of which are based-on the

value of the mineral products, are 15 times higher for taconite than the rate

for copper-nickel. The production tax base rate for taconite is 50 times that
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...
of copper-nickel; however, the rates apply to different phases of production,

ore in the case of copper-nickel and concentrate in the case of taconite. If

the production tax is stated in terms of its percentage of unit value, the dif-

. ference between the two taxes is reduced by about one-half. The copper-nickel

production tax base rate is .15 percent of the value of the minerals per ton of

ore, while the taconite production tax is 3.5 percent of the value per ton of

taconite pellets. In these terms, the taconite tax rate is 23 times greater

than the copper-nickel tax rate, a significant divergence.

If the taconite tax rates are applied to the Tax Model input parameters for the

open pit scenario, the difference between the taconite and copper-nickel tax

laws can be analyzed. Annual tax liability of a copper-nickel operation taxed

under the taconite tax laws would be about $16.4 million, compared to $1.9

million under present copper-nickel law, a more than eight-fold increase.

Individually, the occupation and royalty taxes represent a IS-fold increase,

from $900,000 to $13.5 million for occupation taxes and from $100,000 to

$1,500,000 for royalty taxes. The production tax would increase from $900,000

under copper-nickel law to $185 million under taconite law, a 67 percent

increase. The increase in production tax liability is smaller because the tax

base is shifted from tons of are in the case of copper-nickel production taxes

to tons of concentrate in the. case of taconite production taxes.

The revenues received from the tax on both taconite and copper-nickel are

distributed to various accounts at the state and local level according to the

same distribution formulas. The production tax distribution, which acts to

allocate revenue back to local governments in lieu of property tax payments by

the mineral operations, ac~s identically for each of the minerals.

Copper-nickel production tax revenues are allocated to taconite municipal and
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taconite homestead property tax relief accounts and thus are' distributed to each

of the cities which receive taconite aids. Cities along each of the historical

iron ranges will receive benefits from copper~nickel development (see Figure 1).

See Volume S-Chapter 14 (Mineral Economics) for an additional comparison of

taconite and copper-nickel taxing approaches and their impact on mining cor-

poration profits.

12.12 CHARACTERISTICS OF ROYALTIES

Within the Study Area, the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources estimates

that there is 4.4 billion tons of copper-nickel ore with an average. grade, of .66

percent copper, assuming a cut-off grade of .50 percent copper (DNR 1977).

Associated with the copper is nickel of an average .20 per~ent grade. At

average 1977 market prices of $.68 per pound of copper and $2.30 per pound of

'nickel and recovery rates of .86 to .66 for copper and .68 to .52 for nick~l,

this represents a value of about $50 billion for the recovered minerals (not

including precious met~ls.and cobalt) within the Study Area (see Volume 3-

Chapter 2 on mineral resources for further detail).

Table 19 shows that. about ·15 percent of the copper-nickel mineral rights are

owned by the state of Minnesota. Assuming an even distribution of minerals over

the mineralized portion of the. Study Area, the state's share of the total

copper-nickel value would be $7.5 billion. If an average royalty rate of 6 per-

cent is used for state lands, the potential royalty payments to the state woul.d

amount to $450 million. In addition, the tax on royalties which would be paid

to the 32 percent of mineral ownership in the private sector would amount to

nearly $9.6 million.
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The distribution and grade of mine~als in the Study Area varies sigQificantly

from area to area. It is known that the northern area of the Duluth Complex

contains a disproportionate share of potential mineral production (see Table 19

and Figure 18). The federal government owns a large percentage of the mineral

rights of this area. Royalties to the state will be directly related to the

specific characteristics of the land and/or minerals it owns. Therefore, the

figures presented above are only indicative of the significance of royalties if

the state iS'the owner of the resources in question, but not a'true picture of

the projected total state receipts from royalties.

Table 19, Figure 18

The federal permitting and leasing process is generally less dem0cratic than

that of the state., While the state establishes clearly defined mining units

fed.eral pl;'.oce.ss. allows prospective

lease-holders to acquire mineral leases on a first-come-first-serve basis. The

state sets a minimum royalty rate for leases and sells the lease to the highest'

of the, sealed bid rates it receives on the particular mining unit. The federal

process, on the other hand, is completely negotiated between the prospective

lease-holder and the representative of the federal government.

In terms of impact on the state of Minnesota, federal leases will result in a

flow of revenue into the state, though not as great as would result from state

ownership of the minerals. The leasing process requires 25 percent of the

royalties received by the federal government to be returned to the county from

which it originated. In contrast, a lease for privately controlled minerals

will result in state revenues from' the Royalty Tax (1 percent of private

royalties) and from taxes on the income of royalty recipients. Again, this
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Table 19. Potential copper production and mineral ownership by Study Area
mineralized zone.

LOCATION

MINERALIZATION
ZONE

1
ZONE

2
ZONE

3
ZONE

4
ZONE

5
ZONE

6
ZONE TOTAL

7 AREA

Potential
Copper
Mineral 4.0
Production l

(106 metric t~nnes)

Mineral Ownership

7.9 1.2 3.2 1.5 0.7 0.1 18.6

Federal

State

County

Private

Conflicts

Part Federal
Part Private

77.33

o

o

2.0

.15.34

2.67

60.74 17.50 8.30 4.29 8.67 14.89

6.28 23.76 29.64 10.99 9.29 20.33

000 000

6.28 49.50 55.34 73.19 '26.32 7.33

15.97 7.26 6.32 8.85 55.72 56.50

o 0 0 2.41 0 0

23.97

14.86

o

31.99

26.00

0.59

Inf. not
Available· o 0.26 o 0.40 0.27 o 0.95 0.32

Over 50.% Water

TOTAL

2.67 10.47 0.98 a

100 100 .100 100

o

100

o

100

o

100

2.27

100

lIncludes copper resources greater than 0.25 percent copper content and
and 85.6 percent copper recovery from open pit mines and 65.9 percent copper
recovery from underground mines.
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source of income to the state is significantly less than if the state controlled
...

the minerals.

,If we assume 100 percent ownership of the mineral rights leased by a mining

operation for each of the potential owners (state, private, federal), the magni-

tude of potential state revenue flows with each scenario can be· compared.

Table 20 shows the revenues received by the state under each case.

Table 20

Table 20 indicates that the state receives signif~cantly more benefit from

mineral rights owned by' the federal government than it does from privately-held

mineral rights.

Table 21

12.12.1 State Permits and Leases

Minnesota's rules and regulations pertaining to prospecting permits and mining

leases for copper, nickel, and associated minerals on state lands are set forth

in Minnesota Department of Natural Resources regulations, NR 94. The purpose of

these regulations is to promote and regulate the prospecting, mining, and remo-

val of copper, nickel, and associated minerals in Minnesota. Leases are
.

required on lands "wherein an interest in the minerals is owned by fhe state,.
including trust fund lands, lands forfeited for nonpayment of taxes and held in

trust by the state, the beds ?f .pu~lic waters, and lands otherwise acquired that

have been d.esignated by the Commissioner as mining units. II

Leases are generally issued upon public sale authorized by the commissioner with

at least 30 days notice in designated newspapers and trade magazines. The
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Table 20. State royalty revenue l from three ownership cases ($106) •.
"

100% STATE 100% PRIVATE . 100% FEDERAL

Royalties 394 zero zero

Royalty Tax zero 4 zero

Income Tax2 zero 59 zero

Distributed Aid zero zero 148

TOTAL 394 63 148

lRevenue received over the life of the operation, as estimated
by the tax model, assuming prices of $.91 and $2.10 for copper and
nickel, respectively.

2Assuming all royalties are paid to Minnesota residents and
each recipient pays Minnesota's maximum 15 percent income tax.
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· Table 21. Comparison of state and federal royalty regulations. '

Royalty Rate

STATE

Base rate according to
Table 22 plus a bid rate

FEDERAL

Negotiated on a case-by
case basis

Rental Payment Years 1-5:
Years 6-10:
Thereafter:

$1 per acre
$5 per acre
$25 per acre

$1 per acre with a minimum
of $20 annual rent

Unit Size

Method of Sale

Distribution
of Revenue

Mining units established
by MDNR

Public sale with sealed
bids

According to land fund,
see Table 23

Maximum of 2560 acres

Permits granted to first
applicant. Leases to
permit holders if wanted

25 percent returned to
state, remainder to general
reclamation fund and
U.S. Treasury
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/

leases are granted on the basis of'highe~t bid for each mining uni~ with the

state reserving the right, through the executive council, to reject any or all

bid's. No lease shall be issued for more than 59 years (see Volume S";Chapter 4

for information on the location of leases and state minerals in the Study Area).

The state earns revenue through the issuance of mining leases by two principal

means. A rental fee per acre of land leased is paid by the lessee according to

a schedule set forth in NR 94 (g)(6). In addition, the lessee pays the state a

royalty per ton of crude ore recovered from the mining unit.

In NR 94 (g) (8) th'e royalty rates are described as follows: "The royalty rate

to be paid to the state by the lessee for the copper, nickel, and associated

metals and mineral products recovered from each ton of ore mined from said

mining unit shall be the base rate described hereinafter, plus an additional per

cent of the value 6f the metals and mineral products recovered in the mill con-

centrate from each ton of dried crude ore. tf The bids must exceed the base rate

described in Table 22.

Table 22. Base royalty rate.

If Mine is Underground l'f Mine is Open Pit

Years 1-10 2% 2%

'Years 11-20 2 1/4% 3%

Years 21-30 2 1/2% 3 1/3%

Years 31-40 2 3/4% 3 2/3%

Years 41-50 3% 4%

1) Rates are a percentage of the value of the metals and mineral products

recovered in the mili concentrate from each ton of' dried crude ore.
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2) The rate is doubled on that portion ~f the value of metals and ~ineral

products recovered which exceeds $17 per ton of dried crude ore.

As of January, 1977, active state leases held in St. Louis County by the Bear

Creek Mining Company ranged from 5.0 percent royalty rates to 5.6 percent. In

Lake County the Duval Corporation holds state leases with royalty rates of 7.0

percent. Although bid rates are fixed through the life of any particular lease,

as leases on. properties change hands over time, the bid rate has tended to rise.

For example, a state lease. in St. Louis County formerly held by AMAX

Exploration, Inc. with a bid rate of 2.31 percent"was purchased in 1971 by the

American Shield Corporation at a bid rate of 2.72 percent. Similar increases

are common (DNR 1977).

The value of metals and mineral products is determined each month by multiplying

the total pounds of copper, nickel, and other metal products recovered during

the month by the average market price per pound for each respective metal. The

value of the metals and mineral products recovered from each ton of dried crude.

ore is determined by adding the values for each metal and mineral product ana

diViding the sum by the total number of tons of dried crude ore.

The average market price of copper will be that which is "quoted for domestic

refinery electrolytic copper in carload lots, f.o.b. Atlantic Seaboard

Refineries as reported in the 'Metals and Mineral Markets' section of the

Engineering and Mining Journal." Other market values are determined monthly

from the same source. Royalty paynlents are paid to the state by the lessee on

or before the 20th day of May, August, November, and February for the pre~ious

calendar quarters.
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-.
The rental fee paid to the state by the lessee as set forth in 94 (g)(6) is as

follows:

ANNUAL RENTAL RATE

Years 1-5

Years 6-10

Thereafter

$1 per acre

$5 per acre

$25 per acre

The rate shall not exceed $5 per acre per year for any year in which the lessee

ptoduces not less than 100,000 tons of ore.

Rental fees are payable according to the same schedule as royalty payments. Any

amount paid for rental shall be allocated to the proper fund as determined by

the mineral ownership.

An additional source of revenue to the state due to reservations in granting

leases for copper-nickel operations is through the sale of timber off

state-controlled lands which are so leased. According to NR 94 (g)(5), the.

state reserves the right to sell or dispose of all the timb~r upon any mining

units pursuant to the law'governing the sale of timber on state lands. The

state also reserves the rights to all iron ores, including taconite, and n j

lease these rights to other eriterprises~ Both reservations must be ,made so as

not to hinder the operations of the copper-nickel lessee.

According to NR 94 (f), the Commissioner of Natural Resources, with the approval

of the executive council, may issue a lease to any qualified enterprise without

a public sale. This may occur any time the _".cDmmissioner finds it is imprac t Leal

to hold a public sale on any mining unit because of its location, size, or the
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extent of the state's interest in the minerals therein. The rental and royalty
...

rates so negotiated shall be not less than those prescribed in NR 94, (g). If

the mining unit has been advertised according ~o NR 94 (e), no lease .shall be

'negotiated until after the public sale has been held. No lease shall be nego-

tiated until at least one public sale has been held on the mining unit in

question.

Any amount paid for royalties or'rental of leased mineral rights shall be allo-

cated to the proper fund as determined by mineral ownership (Table 23). If the

lands ate consolidated con$ervation lands, 50 percent of the proceeds go to the

con-solidated conservation fund to be used for co~servation purposes and 50 per-

cent is returned to the county. For acquired forestry lands 50 percent of reve-

nues go to the county and 50 percent go to the state general revenue fund.

Mineral leases of tax forfeited lands return 80 percent of the proceeds to the

county for distribution (3/9 to county, 2/9 to city or town, and 4/9 to school

district) and the remaining 20 percent to ,the state general ~und. 'In the case

of trust fund lands, all revenues are credited to the designated trust fund.

Table 23

Royalties, while providing revenue to the state, are not a tax in the general

sense on the mineral development' operation. If a tax is viewed as a levy upon
.

persons to defray public expenses, royalties are clearly different. ~ A royalty

represents the share of the value of a property 'received by its owner for the

right of the operation to min~ ~ts. lands. As such, a key variable in addition

to production levels, in the forecasting of state royalty revenue from copper-

nickel development, is the pattern of mineral rights ownership in the Study Area.
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Table 23. Distribution of proceeds from 'state-owned mineral resources.

CONSOLIDATED
CONSERVATION

LANDS

50 percent to
county

50 percent to
consolidated
conservation
fund

ACQUIRED
FORESTRY

LANDS

SO percent
to county

SO percent
to state
general fund

TAX
FORFEITED

LAND

26 percent to
county
18 percent to
city
35 per.c·.eIl:.t.:.co<t.o
school·;'a:1:~t.ric t

20 percent to
state general
fund

- ....
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TRUST
FUND
LANDS

all revenues
are distributed
to designated
trust fund



Taxes from the three hypothetical development scenarios are estimat;.ed to be

relatively equal in magnitude over the lives of the operations. Without

royalties, the underground scenrio is shown in.Table 24 to produce tax revenues

which barely match the state aids disbursed to the Study Area as a result of

copper-nickel development. The other scenarios produce larger state benefits

due to lower levels of state disbursements. The table shows that the

underground scenario which has the lowest amount of revenue and highest level of

state disbursements associated with it, none the less result.sin a positive

benefit'to the state, albelt small. This indicates that any revenue received by

the state on royal ty payments will represent exac.tly what it is meant to be, a

share of the value of the mineral holdings, and will not have to be used to

defray local government expenses.

Table 24

As discussed above the royalty revenue to the state varies according to produc-

tion level (value of minerals produced) as well as ownership of mineral rights.

By holding constant the value of minerals produced, as is the· case for the three

basic scenarios, a curve of estimated royalty revenue can be developed showing

the relationship between royalty revenue and mineral ownership (Figure 19).

The figure shows that with zero mineral ownership, the state would, of course,

receive no royalty revenue. But if a development were on mineral rights owned

entirely by the state nearly $400 million would be received over the thirty year

life of the operation (under the assumptions incorporated in the Tax Model).

This is about $16 million per year during years of peak production under each of

the mine/mill scenarios. The scenarios, given their assumed state ownerships,

are seen as points on the curve.
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Table 24. Estimated state disbursements and revenues resulting from various
copper-nickel developments ($106 )

12,350,000 mt/yr
underground

16,680,000 mt/yr
combination

20,000,000 mt/yr
open pit

State revenue l
with no royalties 87.9 91.5 91.1

Estimated state·
disbursements 84.0 71.3 54.5

State benefit with
no royalties 3.9 20.2 36.6

lIncludes production, occupation, royalty, corporate income tax and
personal income, sales and excise revenue. Does not include unemploy~ment

insurance paYments and 10 percent of occupation tax which cannot be used
to make state aid disbursements.
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Figure 19

12.12.2 Federal Permits and Leases

The federal government owns approximately 24 percent of the mineralized zone of

the Study Area (see Figure 18). At 1977 prices of $.68 per pound and $2.30 per

pound for copper and nickel respectively and copper and nickel recovery rates of

86 to 66 percent and 68 to 52 percent, respectively, and assuming equal distri-

bution of the minerals throughout the ore body, the value of federally

controlled minerals would be $12 billion.

The value of the federally controlled minerals would depend on the specific

characteristics of the ore body. Table 19 indicates that t~e federal government

controls lands which have the largest share of the mineral resources thus, the

value of the federally controlled lands is likely to be greater than indicated"

above.
,.

Federal regulations pertaining to leasing of minerals other than oil and gas as

contained in Title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulations are set forth in

Circular No. 2321, published by the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department

of the Interior, 'in March, 1972. The statutory authority for leasing the

minerals of the public domain is contained in the act of February 25, 1920 (41

-Stat. 437; 30 U.S.C.,181 et seq.) as amended. The authority for leasing

minerals of acquired lands is stated in the Mineral Leasing Act of August 7,

1947 (61 Stat. 913; 30 U.S.C. 351-359). Special laws of June 30, 1950 [64 Stat.
\

311; 16 U.S.C. 508(b)] relate to leasing certain National Forest lands in

M:f:.nnesota. The granting of a permit or lease for the prospecting, development,

or production of anyone mineral d~es not preclude the issuance of permits or

leases for other minerals for the same land.
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STATE MINERALS OWNERSHIP

AS A SOUCE OF GOVERNMENT REVENUE (ROYALTIES)

,

PERCENT STATE
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"-Leases of the public domain must be in a. reasonably compact area no more than

six miles square. The amount of acquired Federal acreage under lease shall not

exceed the amount of public domain acreage permitted to be ~eld. A prospecting

permit can be no larger than 2560 acres or 6 miles on each side and is issued to

the first qualified applicant. Permits and leases are issued only with the con-'

sent of the head of the jurisdiction holding control of the lands (Supervisor of

the Superior National Forest in the case of the Study Area) and are subject to

any conditions prescribed to adequately utilize the lands to their intended pur-

pose. Surface owners must be properly notified of pending mineral leases or

"
permits.

"

Mineral prospecting permits may be obtained only by citizens of the U.S., asso-

eiations of U.S. citizens, or corporations organized under the laws of the U.S.

All applicants must file a statement of qualification and evidence thereof in

the proper land office. A corporation must file 'statements showing in which

state it is incorporated,that it is authorized to hold mineral leases, names of

officers, the percentage of stock owned by aliens, and the names and addresses'

of any stockholder owning more than ten percent of stock.

Prospecting permits require an annual rental payment of $.25 per acre with a

minimum annual payment of $20. The first· year's rental fee plus a small filing

fee must accompany the permit applicatLon. Leases, which are available first to

permit holders for each land unit, require an annual rental fee of $1 per acre

with a minimum payment of $20 per year. First year rental payment must accom-
. .

pany the application for a preference right lease.

Subpart 3503.3-2 of the regulations states that "royalty rates will be deter-

mined on an individual case basis prior to lease issuance. Such rates will be
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set out in the notice of competitive lease offer. The lease describes a minimum

production requirement which can be altered or suspended only after showing the

need and filing application with the appropriate Regional Mining Supervisor. If

operations are suspended a rental fee of not less than $1 per acre is

established in lieu of royalty payments.

The lease negotiated between the Bureau of Land Management, representing the

federal government, and the International Nickel Company, Inc. (INCa) in 1966

for an area "in northwestern Lake County (located in Resource Zone 1) is

indicative of the terms of potential federal leases. INca agreed to pay a

royalty of 4 percent of the value of the copper-nickel minerals mined for the

first ten years and 4V2 percent thereafter. The value of the minerals mined was

set equal to one third the equivalent amount of minerals at market prices quoted

in current literature. In addition, INca agreed to pay .3 percent royalty on

the value of any associated products. If the associated products exceeded 20

percent of the aggregate market value as refined metals, an additional 1 percent

royalty would be paid.~

Corporate or personal surety bonds are required for the protection of the owner

of surface rights.. An applicant for a prospecting permit must furnish a bond in

an amount determined by the authorized of~icer, but not less than $1000. A

lease applicant must also furnish a bond in an amount determined by the

.'
authoFized officer, but not less than $500 for hardrock mineral leases. Bonds

extend through the life of the lease.

The authorized officer may, at his discretion, "approve operating or development

contracts or processing or milling arrangements for the cons~rvation of nhtural

products" or in the interests of the U.S. If operations at a large scale are
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justified for the discovery, development, production, or transportation of ores,..
subpart 3505.3-3 exempts contracts from the acreage limitations established in

subpart 3501.2-5.

Permits and leases may be transferred in whole or in part according to the .

requirements of subpart 3506.

Federal policy is to return 25 percent of all revenues received from a par-

'ticular unit o'f land to the county of origin. The remaining royalty revenues

would be credited to the mineland reclamation fund and the U.S. Treasury.

,.
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